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“With fewer parts and connections,’ sule. Actually, the electronics are on a bit that's halfan inch square and an inch long. p 
Westinghouse scientists decided, ‘we'd of specially-treated silicon the size of a Today, Westinghouse makes these ultra- 

have a much more reliable amplifier.” chip diamond.) reliable little devices mostly for military 

So they developed a new kind, using Other Westinghouse functional elec- applications. 

techniques called “molecular electronics.’ tronic blocks are just as small. They're One day, you'll find them in electronic i J vi 

The device is a functional electronic block, used in experimental products like a products everywhere. 

one quarter-inch square. (That's the cap- pocket-size TV camera and a radio receiver You can be sure... ifit's Westinghouse. | g 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, ¢ q y employer, 
write to L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.



Looking towards a Ch.E., E.E., M.E. or Chemistry degree? 

ad 
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_ Look ahead to the advantages of a career in Monsanto production 

Let’s face it. Production is the very heart of a known by many titles—Maintenance Staff 
billion-dollar producer like Monsanto. Here’s where Engineer, Plant Technical Services Engineer, 
the young engineer meets technical challenges Production Supervisor . . . to name a few. Try 
second to none. Here’s where he can display his one on for size now... then see your Place- 
talents daily . . . helping increase ment Director to arrange an 
yields, improve processes, raise interview when we visit your 
efficiency, lower costs, boost campus. Or write for our new 
profits. Here’s where Monsanto’s _ . brochure, “You and Monsanto,” 
on-the-job training can help him Mier CY to Professional Recruiting Man- 
move ahead faster... personally : ee ager, MONSANTO, St. Louis, 
and professionally. / Missouri. 63166 
Monsanto production men are ® An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Construction in Blue and Black, Aluminum, José de Rivera. Collection of Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. Motion-study photograph by Herbert Matter 

What makes a Company “Modern”? 

Not size. Not capital resources. Certainly not keep us modern. If you are trained in chemical 

age. At Celanese, we believe it is the degree to —_ engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical 

which a company is equipped to meet the present —_ engineering, chemistry, or physics, we hope you 

and future needs of its customers. will stop in to see our representative when he 

Efficient plant. Contemporary product. Aggres- _ visits your campus. Or write directly to us, briefly 

sive management. Industrious work force. The outlining your background. 

ability to think ahead of the situation and be ready Address your correspondence to: Edmond J. 

for the problem when it occurs. Corry, Supervisor of College Relations, Celanese 

Celanese happensto bea youngcompany.Much ‘Corporation of America, 522 Fifth Avenue, 

more important, it’s a modern company. New York 36, New York. Celanese®) 

Perhaps you’re among the men who will help AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

C Pelaucsc . 

CHEMICALS FIBERS POLYMERS PLASTICS 

2 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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4 From the ocean’s depths to outer space. 

The scope of projects under development at the Bendix United States, and 12 subsidiaries and affiliates in Canada 
Corporation ranges from advanced oceanics to a landing and overseas. Our 1950 sales volume was $210 million. gear for lunar surface vehicles and countless things in Last year it was over $750 million. 
between. College graduates find depth of technological Look over our materials in your placement office. Talk challenge in their assignments, whether it be in the space, to our representative when he’s on campus. If you'd like 
missile, aviation, electronics, automotive, oceanics or to have your own copy of our booklet ‘‘Build Your Career 
automation fields. Bendix employs top-notch engineers, to Suit Your Talents,”’ write to Dr. A. C. Canfield, Director 
physicists, and mathematicians at all degree levels. They of University and Scientific Relations, The Bendix Cor- 
enjoy the prestige of Bendix achievement and challenge. poration, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan. An equal 

Bendix operates 26 divisions and 8 subsidiaries in the opportunity employer. 

THERE ARE BENDIX DIVISIONS IN: CALIFORNIA, MISSOURI, IOWA, OHIO, INDIANA, MICHIGAN, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND. 

UNLOCK [iMy- 
THE FUTURE CORPORATION 

CREATIVE ENGINEERING FOR: SPACE O MISSILES O AVIATION O AUTOMOTIVE CO OCEANICS O AUTOMATION 

FEBRUARY, 1964 
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Must you join a giant company to work on vital projects! 

Continuous steel casting could cause a revolu- BeW, with annual sales of more than $330 mil- 

tion in the steel industry. Babcock & Wilcox has lion, offers the advantages of a large company: in- 

led in its development in the United States, and doctrination training program, paid tuitions, wide 

installed the nation’s first commercial unit. It has variety of job openings (18 plants in ten states) , 

been operating successfully for more than a year security and other benefits. 

at Roanoke Electric Steel Corp. Growth opportunities are enormous. Yet only 

You can share in such exciting work at Babcock 59 bachelor-level students will be hired in 1964. 

& Wilcox, including projects like the reactor for BaW has interesting positions for graduate and 

the nuclear ship Savannah, burner automation, undergraduate engineers and scientists, including 

and hoods to control 3,500 F heat from oxygen- M.E., E.E., Ch.E., Met.E., Cer.E., Nuc.E., C.E. and 

steel furnaces. Yet Babcock & Wilcox is small physicists. For more information, talk to a Ba W 

enough to give you a chance to work on such new __ interviewer when he visits your campus, or to your 

projects early in your career. Its management can placement director. The Babcock & Wilcox Com- 

take a personal interest in your progress. pany, 161 East 42nd Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y. 

ox \ . 
(@) Babcock & Wilcox
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Would you like to be the man who masterminds the computer? 
Settling on your first important job is a big step. And Spearheading our growth is a vast and complex research nobody can make the final decision but you. If you are and development program. Some of the exciting projects looking for a company that encourages—and rewards in work are solid rocket fuels and the application of ~individual contributions, give serious thought to a atomic radiation to form revolutionary new types of career with United States Rubber. We offer you the rubber, plastics and chemicals. Oceanography and the security of a company that is growing, and growing latest designs in space stations are also high on our fast in fields that present great opportunities to qualified agenda. 

duates. x . Bracuates It is only in such a large and stable company such as Less than half our business is in tires. Our 70,000 em- United States Rubber that you will find the diversity, ployees in 74 plants, here and abroad, produce more the facilities, the opportunity—and the appreciation that than 33,000 different consumer and industrial products. challenge men of skill, industry and imagination. 

UNITED STATES RUBBER 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N.Y. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
THE FIELD IS WIDE “U.S.” offers a comprehensive variety of career opportunities to Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical, Indus- trial and Textile Engineers as well as to those with degrees in Physics, Mathematics and Chemistry. Contact your placement office to determine when a U.S, Rubber recruiter will visit your campus. Before you decide on your first job, have a talk with him. 
FEBRUARY, 1964 
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the IBM story, in brief. IBM was founded in We welcome ideas, talent, and ability. We offer the 1914. The achievements of the company have been ron sient en I sale cna ee exceptional. adhicvernent Biglye ’ 

IBM develops, manufactures, and markets machines hnical iti | for the handling, processing, and control of data. It oe Sergeoment Engi: also installs this equipment and maintains it. i 
4 will include new components, machines, and other IBM products range from electric typewriters sell- ormeeen cide uty, Sums fae) 

ing Toy Seutal bundled dollars i eampiets elec- sign, magnetics, mathematics ‘tnlerowaves optics 
tronic computer systems valued in the millions. In J ; i devices. statistics ‘meee ohuareal addition, IBM produces advanced systems for space den Siale oar a ! Mechantesl Eee on programs and national defense. Rie emmeties etiyslees echanical Engineering, 

IBM systems, equipment, and machines are at work Manufacturing Engineering: Creative application of in a wide range of activities covering almost every new methods and processes will develop advanced field of endeavor: in business, industry, govern- automation machinery to be used in the precision ment, research, science, education, and space ex- manufacture of complex devices and electronic ploration. IBM research is continually exploring new equipment. (A B.S. or advanced degree in Indus- areas of interest in a quest for basic knowledge. At trial, Electrical, or Mechanical Engineering.) IBM, engineers and scientists are constantly at 
work in the development of new methods, the de- Programming: Professional opportunities are avail- sign of new products, and new ways to apply basic able for men and women in the programming of a discoveries. 

variety of computing systems. It involves defining 

8 
THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



the problem—in business, industry, science, or gov- The accent is on the individual. Each IBM employee ernment; specifying the steps which the computer is given all the responsibility he can handle and all 
must execute to arrive at the desired result; and the support he needs to do his job. Advancement is 
testing the finished program. (Bachelor’s or Mas- by merit. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
ter’s Degree—preferably in Mathematics, Science, 
Engineering, or Business Administration.) 

Broad education programs. To keep men abreast 
of new developments in their fields, education pro- Research: Basic research covering a broad spec- grams include on-site courses, advanced-degree trum of activity will be expanding at IBM in such courses at universities near IBM facilities, and com- areas as mathematics, physics, mechanics, optics, petitive, full-time scholarships leading to M.S. or solid state phenomena, chemistry, information Ph.D. Degrees at a university of the employee’s theory, machine organization. (An advanced degree choice. 

in Physics, Mathematics, Physical Chemistry, Engi- 
neering, or Engineering Science.) 

IBM’s expansion has come through continuous in- 
novation and through new ideas and products. It basic information about IBM. Across- makes IBM an exciting place to work and learn. 

the-country operations. Laboratory and manufac- It also offers the kind of responsibility that leads to 
turing facilities are located in Endicott, Kingston, rapid advancement. There’s room for achievement Owego, Poughkeepsie, and Yorktown, N. Y.; Be- with a growth company like IBM. Please write, out- 
thesda, Md.; Burlington, Vt.; Lexington, Ky.; San lining your interests, and we will be glad to send 
Jose, Calif.; and Rochester, Minn. Corporate offices you information and brochures. Manager of College 
are in New York City, with sales and service offices Relations, IBM Corporation, Dept. 915, 590 Madison in 180 cities throughout the nation. Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

® 
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re buildi l pl On the Indiana lakefront, we’re building a new steel plant 
Looking for real opportunity? On the crest of South Mountain, in 

Bethlehem, Pa., we have recently completed the industry’s newest research 

laboratories, a $10-million investment aimed at making Bethlehem the 

leader in steel technology. And, at Burns Harbor, Indiana, we’re building a new 

plant at an initial investment of $250 million. It will incorporate 

the latest advances known to metalworking science. 

At Bethlehem Steel we have our sights set on continuous growth 

and modernization; constant development of new and improved products. 

This means career opportunities for alert and aggressive college graduates . . . 

in steel plant operations, sales, research, mining, shipbuilding, fabricated 

steel construction, and many other activities. 

You can get a copy of our booklet, “Careers with Bethlehem Steel 

and the Loop Course,” at your Placement Office, or by sending a 

a ae postcard to our Personnel Division, Bethlehem, Pa. 

ad a , 

jay BETHLEHEM STEEL ana Jc 
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UNIVAC- 

you may want to give serious consideration to a career in large-scale computer-based military systems 

with UNIVAC in St. Paul 

* new $37 million AF contract for a fleet of 153 computers * major contracts with 

all three military services and with NASA and FAA * upwards of 100 positions 

open on 5 major programs including commercial real-time systems 

Of special interest to new graduates is the TOTAL-SYSTEM teams include engineers and scientists at all levels of experi- 
APPROACH you find at UNIVAC. Since a UNIVAC computer- ence. THERE IS WIDE DIVERSITY WITHIN AS WELL AS 
based command/control network interfaces with all major AMONG UNIVAC PROJECTS. We are now writing the specifi- 
subsystems in the complex, you are afforded broader exposure cations for a multi-processor system, said by many to have a 
to total defense systems technology than you can gain from capacity 100 times greater than that of any one of the largest 
any subsystem program on the “periphery.” (In fact, subsys- single real-time computers in use today. Other projects: ... 
tem criteria are often developed by UNIVAC systems people.) down-range tracking and control of missiles and satellites 
A MELD OF MANY DISCIPLINES is required for most UNIVAC .-.NTDS—a system in continuous evolution, now moving 
programs. Teamed together are men who understand the toward assumption of more local and tactical shipboard func- 
functioning and capabilities of star-trackers, horizon seekers, tions previously performed by separate communications/ 
inertial devices, IR sensors and radars —to mention only a computational subsystems...ballistic missile mid-course and 
few. These men, in turn work closely with a wide range of re-entry guidance... advanced studies in associative memo- 
specialists and generalists in computer technology, opera- ries and learning techniques. 
tions research and broad systems design and analysis. These 

The long list of assignments now open with UNIVAC-Twin Cities calls for engineers, scientists and programmers at all levels of 
experience. A number of these positions are available to new engineering and science graduates or men just qualified for a 
Master's. Several require doctorates. 

A UNIVAC-Twin Cities representative will be in Madison on March 16. Arrange to talk with him about a career with UNIVAC 
that matches your training and interests. Contact your placement office now for an appointment. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
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LINDE Assignment: 

D | surgical tool 
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to freeze tissue... 
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hat was the goal of Union Car- nitrogen to cool the probe which ics, biochemistry, crystallography. Be- 

bide’s Linde Division. freezes the appropriate tissue. fore deciding on any job, get to know 

The result: fully automatic cryo- Because of its extensive experience all that’s going on at LINDE. 

surgery equipment that is easy to and capabilities in cryogenic systems, For information, write Recruiting 

operate and maintains preselected LINDE was called upon to develop and Department, Union Carbide Corpora- 

temperatures reliably. It's been used produce the needed cryosurgical de- tion, Linde Division, 270 Park Avenue, 

in a number of hospitals, here and vice—a precision surgical probe and a New York, N. Y. 10017. 

abroad, for treating the symptoms of complete system capable of furnishing 

Parkinsonism and other involuntary controlled cold to the probe. : 

movement disorders. Designated the CE-2 Cryosurgery A Linde assignment 

Back in 1961, a new cryosurgery Equipment, and shown above, it per- 

technique, developed at St. Barnabas mits using the ultra-low temperature of poses a challenge 

Hospital (N. Y.) under the direction of liquid nitrogen (—320°F.) as a surgi- 

Dr. |. S. Cooper, was announced to the cal tool in a practical operating range 

medical profession. of 98° to —240°F. UNION LINDE 

In brief, this surgical procedure in- Work with Linpe and you work with CARBIDE Bye 

volves making a small burr hole in a heat, cold, pressure, vacuum. You have 

patient's skull; directing a probe into a choice among programs in cryogen- 

the thalamic target; and using liquid ics, plasmas, Flame-Plating, electron- AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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trical, agricultural, chemical, ceramic, met- A | | Th 7 f y Ape aa Ca allurgical, general or civil engineer...or a { ‘| er nt | ih? ores, mathematician, computer technologist or \ — Si Ay 1-04 ages program analyst, you are invited to learn i HN a 7 ik Ki! if P| \ ae i more about new and challenging engincer- i iN , | y H ] | ad Wy ing assignments at IH now. . a al | 4d yy 3 C ve y ine We are now interviewing men interested VY ™ i | Ps Ae, in careers in the design, development, engi- i ' j / ol Vie eels a neering, manufacturing and testing of more iN | ay A. (oon ee Ay f hs than a thousand different IH products, 4 A y Loa NZ _. yas \ The men chosen will be recognized ; i i wai ih *. ee uN members of a team that is first in world y M \\ bs ma Fl a ce Pie: production of heavy-duty trucks, farm trac- : ii ql 4, yy oN ee ih tors and agricultural equipment, a world Ms \ | ‘A, | Po | eg / ~ 4 he Jeader in the manufacture of earthmoving iA ) {\ | ! \) ie’ ' fd as an a ee 
and construction equipment and a pioneer ee. Ne Sa af i, iy i Va i te J ‘ is yee 
in gas turbine development. is ed Aan Steers 2 A j “ae ts Poy, et Would you like to get better acquainted? Eig 7 es wo iP er Prt. me Just send the coupon below. OM & ee a et ge ae ee 

Pane re Ce é, Pa Se ha 
Using a mile of wire and 320 strain gages, a wo se — e — ~ a si ae 4 pe young engineer sets up static stress tests in the ee a ae hel se es - od UP a ~ _- a new 1H Construction Equipment Laboratory. — et i | 6 rs | fe 

Ed International Harvester Company 

New booklet describes our engineering and research 
centers. For your copy, mail this coupon to: General NAME FF Supervisor of Employment, International Harvester ADDRESS. 
Company, 180 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Ill. 

rc TNT Ringrepemnesnreaearse AN INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER MATOR 
ee REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS FO 

SOON. IF YOU WOULD LIKE A PERSONAL SCHOOL 
INTERVIEW, PLEASE CHECK HERE oO YEAR GRADUATING 
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Aerial view of west end of campus, foreground engineering buildings and stadium, center 

agriculture buildings, top University dorms. 

AL, , [ S. [ [ S. L , 

We of the Wisconsin Engineer staff would like to extend our greetings to all high school students, 

to whom this issue is dedicated. Our hope is that the following pages will inform the prospective col- 

lege student about the different engineering fields in general, and about engineering at the University 

of Wisconsin in particular. 

To give you this information we have asked a group of the top educators to comment on the facts 

and opportunities of their respective engineering fields. 

We hope that this issue will help you in the selection of your future careers. 
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Sh, L L SSE e ng MECCPUE, rozyesston 

By Kurt F. Wendt 
Dean, College of Engineering 

— 
oe 

po ee 
S ae | 

Can . Dean Wendt received his B.S. degree in Civil Enginering from 
a vn BS - the University of Wisconsin in 1927 and has taught in the College 

Le of Engineering since 1927. For twelve years he was in charge of 
ee the Materials Testing Laboratory, then served as Associate Direc- 
ve oe tor of the Engineering Experiment Station, and now is Dean of the 

oe ON: eet ob College of Engineering and Director of the Experiment Station. 

7 a ) a 

N BEHALF of the entire tion only a few, all are the result of frequent are: What engineering 
O faculty it is a pleasure to ex- engineering research, design and courses are available at Wisconsin? 

tend greetings to all stu- production. Today engineers are | Which courses are most popular? 
dents in our Wisconsin high schools — making major contributions in the | What does the engineer do? 
and to invite those who may be fields of nuclear power, rockets, | Should I be an engineer? 
interested in the field of engineer- _ missiles, satellites, and space Wisconsin offers curricula in 
ing to visit us. You will find much _ technology. chemical, civil, electrical, mechani- 
of interest in our laboratories and The past decade has seen dis- cal, mining, metallurgical and nu- 
the opportunity to discuss your  coveries and applications in engi- clear engineering and has also re- 
plans for the future should prove neering increasing at an unpre- cently introduced a curriculum in 
profitable. Dean Shiels, who is in cedented rate and it is the con- engineering mechanics to meet 
charge of our program for fresh- sidered opinion of scientists, engi- the demand for a broad basic 
men, and members of his staff and neers, and industralists that we course in engineering with strong 
of the college will make you most will see many more developments emphasis on science. Both under- 
welcome. in the future than we have in the graduate and graduate work are 

During the past century engi- past. We have just begun to realize —_ available in each of these fields. 
neering has made great strides and _ the potential in the fields of nu- At the present time electrical 
its many contributions to our high clear and solar energy, in solid engineering is the most popular 
level of economic well-being are state physics, in communications, program closely followed by me- 
universally recognized. You need in plastics, and in automation. The chanical engineering. Together 
only look around to see the prod- problems of space are only be- these two account for about 60 per 
ucts of engineering on every hand. ginning to emerge. A great chal- cent of our enrollment. Note, how- 

The automobile, the airplane, lenge and a most interesting and ever, that the demands of industry 
trains, ships, bridges, buildings, exciting future lie ahead for young and government are high in all 
roads, electric light and power, ra-_ men and women in all engineering areas of engineering and it be- 
dio, television, water and sewer fields. hooves you to investigate the en- 
systems, machine tools, refrigera- Every week we receive many _ tire field to determine your special 
tors, and heating systems, to men- questions and among the most (Continued on page 26) 
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Career O) ties in Engineerin aveer pportunitie tn GILCe? G 

By James A. Marks 

College of Engineering, Placement Director 

Serres 

e s Professor Marks received his B.S. degree in Mechanical Engi- 

b a neering from Purdue in 1948 followed by an M.S. degree in Indus- 

oF is sini by trial Engineering in 1951. After working in industry for several 

» — — s: years he came to the University of Wisconsin in 1954 as an instruc- 

a ke = tor in Engineering Drawing and Descriptive Geometry. In 1956 he 

Ss hepa —— was appointed to his present position of Engineering Placement 

eo ~— Director. 

: EWSPAPER articles, news — manding, and that “too much” mechanical, for example, would 
releases and general reports mathematics and science are neces- _ consider engineering, it should be 
about the new shortage of sary. No one will say that engineer- pointed out that many jobs nor- 

engineers are becoming more and ing is easy but for those with any mally considered to be nonengi- 
more numerous. During the next interest in the field the potential re- _ neering in actual practice virtually 
four years the almost inevitable in- | wards in an engineering career demand an engineering back- 
crease in demand along with the certainly make it one of the most — ground. Sales, production super- 
known decrease in the number of promising if not the very best ca- vision, management, and many 

new graduates is certain to make — reer choices a high school student — other jobs have become exceed- 
the future in engineering ex- — could make. ingly technical in nature and an 
tremely bright. Looking ahead The expected increase in de- — engineering education is a real as- 
even further, probably no other mand along with the intense com- set in almost any field. Under these 
field can offer more rewarding ca- petition for better students has circumstances the high school stu- 
reers than engineering. meant that starting salaries are not — dent who has the ability will find 

But the baffling drop in enroll- only staying as high as they have an _ engineering education to be 
ment in engineering over the past — been in the past but in most cases _ better basic training than perhaps 
several years indicates that high are increasing. It is not unusual any other college program and a 
school students are somehow mis- for the graduate engineer to re- real asset in any field of endeavor. 
informed about the opportunities ceive a salary of $7,200 during his The individual who would en- 
in engineering or the difficulty of first year after graduation. There joy a career in education and who 
studying engineering in college. is every reason to expect that has the ability and interest in en- 
Even though freshman enrolment starting salaries will continue to gineering will find an extremely 
in the College of Engineering did rise at least as much, if not more, bright future in engineering edu- 
increase this past fall it has than general income levels rise. cation. The demand for engineers 
dropped considerably since 1956— Certainly engineers can expect will create more and more op- 
while overall university enrolment handsome financial rewards in the portunities in the teaching of en- 

has gone up. Nationally, freshman years to come. gineering. 
enrolment in engineering has been Of course, salary should not be Because of the interest in engi- 
decreasing since 1956 except for a the prime reason for anyone choos- neering graduates, the Placement 
modest increase last fall. Even this ing a career in engineering, or in Office of the College of Engineer- 
most recent increase does not be- any other field, for that matter. In- ing has become one of the busiest 
gin to compare with the substantial stead, the individual should con- spots on the campus. Each  se- 
increase in total college and uni- sider the kind of work he (or she) mester up to five hundred repre- 
versity enrolment. will be doing and whether or not sentatives from companies through- 

There is some indication that he will be happy doing it. While — owt Wisconsin and all over the 
high school students fear that engi- this might imply that only those country visit the campus to inter- 
neering is very difficult and de- — who have a deep interest in things (Continued on page 26) 
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Let's Take A Look At E, Coll ° ° ef 3 ale pak f ngineering oO ege 

By K. G. Shiels 
Assistant Dean and Freshman Advisor 

Professor Shiels was born in Baraboo, Wisconsin, and received 
his B.S. and M.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University 
of Wisconsin. In addition to his duties as adviser for engineering 
freshmen, he is chairman of the Department of Drawing and 
Descriptive Geometry. 

AS anyone ever told you Youngsters with these same talents The engineering curriculum be- Hence. like, “Youre so may find other fields more suited gins with a study of the tool sub- good in math., you ought to to their tastes. If, however, a jects, basic to the applied engineer- go into engineering,” or “With a youngster has some interests along ing courses which follow. Empha- talent like that, you'd make a good these lines, he may well find that sis during the freshman year is on engineer.” If so, you're probably following his enrollment, increased the acquisition of facility with the wondering what engineering col- knowledge of engineering and in- tools of mathematics, chemistry, lege is really like, what kind of creased motivation to become an physics, English, drawing, and per- education it might give you, or engineer may well go hand in haps speech, Generally, all fresh- what it means to “go into engineer- hand. As the prospective engineer man engineers carry a common ing.” Here are a few clues... . becomes better acquainted with core of these subjects. These sub- Only a few of the hundreds of the fields of engineering, the poten- jects are acceptable to any college young men and women who enter __ tialities open to the engineer, and in the event a freshman would de- into the study of engineering di- the challenging nature of the occu- cide to change his major area. Spe- rectly from high school are abso- pation, his interest in and determi- cialization in the particular branch lutely certain that this is the one nation to succeed in the field may of engineering begins after the and only field for them. Most sev. Well increase. ; ; freshman year, Descriptions of the enteen and eighteen year olds do As the engineer’s role has branches of engineering offered at not see themselves or their futures changed in our ever-changing the University of Wisconsin are so clearly. They must, therefore, world, the curriculum the engi- _ given on the following pages. 
while still in high school, explore neering student studies in prepara- Engineering college trains pro- their talents, evaluate their skills, tion for this role has changed. By fessionals, but in a manner differ- enumerate their interests, and read __Virtue of its highly technical na- ent from other professional schools, 
about many fields and talk to many ture, with required courses of a such as law or medicine, where the 
people who are employed in their Sequential nature, the engineering prospective student first takes gen- areas of interest. If they find that curriculum have become tougher, eral undergraduate work in the they enjoy and are interested in and in some ways, less flexible. On liberal arts or sciences. The engi- a i : the other hand, flexibility has been ner begins his professional train- mathematics and science, and do : 7 he " very well in these subjects in high increased through greater freedom ing immediately upon entering col- i . } & in choice of electives and more em- lege, and, by carrying a somewhat school, if they Hindi tina ogy tas phasis on liberal studies. Although heavier load than his contemporar- an Inquiring mind, ability to con- the engineering student does have _ ies in the liberal arts colleges, com- centrate, capacity for hard work time to indulge in a variety of dif- pletes both his general education and sustained application, facility ferent courses, he cannot graduate and his first professional training in oral and written communication, as an engineer by dabbling in a within four or five years after his and if they are intrigued by un- great number of fields. As courses graduation from high school. Of solved problems, they might well have been upgraded, and updated, necessity, the liberal studies consider the possibility of attend- more weight has been thrust upon courses to which the prospective ing an engineering school. This is, the high schools to correspondingly engineer is exposed in college are however, only a calculated risk. upgrade and update their prepara- fewer in number than if he were Enrollment is not irrevocable. tion. (Continued on page 26) 
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Us e 4S e 5 e 

nwwer. ily xften ton 

a. og eS SS, 

= “ot, By Professor Paul J. Grogan 
eq a ee Chairman, Extension Engineering Department 

oe 1 Pee sepa ss alias i 3 
4 — a : rs Professor Grogan has served in the above capacity since 1951. 
7 “ .~<. Ae Earlier, he taught mechanical engineering subjects at both The ON Oi 7 — University of Wisconsin and The University of Notre Dame. His : a — — educational background includes a B.S. from Purdue and M.S. 

— me _ from UW. The professional field in which Professor Grogan has 
X 7“ _ ; gained the greater amount of his practical experience is power 

see generation. This has been reflected in his extensive writings on the 
5 | subject in professional and trade journals. 

oe ‘ 

NIVERSITY Extension is the — toward a degree in any of the sey- Transfer of Credit [ | ocampus arm of The Uni- eral fields of engineering offered Credits earned at the nine Uni- versity of Wisconsin for by The University of Wisconsin versity Centers may be. “trans- teaching as well as public service. may be obtained through the ferred” to the University at full One of the units of University Ex- Freshman-Sophomore Program. It grade-point value. The quotes on tension is the Department of Engi- is only fair to mention at this time the word transferred are purpose- neering. The program of under- that The University of Wisconsin— ful. Actually, credits are UW cred- graduate instruction in engineering Milwaukee (UW-M) offers an ex- its and no “transfer” ever takes at the several Freshman-Sopho- cellent opportunity for the study of place. The original and permanent more Centers in the state have engineering at both the undergrad- record card of the University Cen- been included among responsibili- uate and graduate levels. There are ter student is maintained among ties of this department. Centers are _ further opportunities for beginning residence study records in Bascom located at Kenosha, Racine, She- an engineering career at the State Hall, the main admistration build- boygan, Manitowoc, Marinette, Colleges in several locations ing of the University. Transfers Green Bay, Menasha and Wausau. throughout Wisconsin. These latter from UW-M are at full gradepoint A new center is under construc- operations are not linked adminis- value, although the record card in tion in Marshfield. Other centers tratively with University Extension this ‘instance actually is moved are under active consideration by but a great deal of harmony and from Milwaukee to Madison. several communities and we might accord exists within the entire Transfers from the State College expect new centers as the numbers __state-supported system of higher System may be made on a‘credit- of high school graduates in a given education in Wisconsin. For exam- for-credit” basis where the course area warrant their foundation. ple, credit classes are taught by work is applicable to any part of The enrolment in these Centers Extension in the State Colleges the requirements for the degree in recent years has been increasing from _ time _ to time as another program of particular interest. more rapidly than the University method of broadening the oppor: Grade points, however, are entered as a whole. This may be due in tunity for an engineering education 1, the same basis as transfers be- part to the excellent new facilities in Wisconsin. tween any pair of accredited insti- now in use or under construction Questions are often asked 1) tutions; this being a nominal “C” at every center excepting Mari- whether or not an individual is or 2.0 grade points per credit for nette, or may be due to a realiza- able to obtain “full credit” for all work of “C” quality or better. tion that the easier financing of the work taken in an outlying institu- Grades originally below a nominal first two years may make possible a _ tion, and 2) whether or not an en- “C” are entered on the transfer fifth and sixth year of college work gineering program can be com- record at the lower value. now often thought of as be'ng a pleted in a normal four years if However, full credit towards the good investment in terms of time one starts off campus. These ques- requirements of the particular de- and money. tions will be treated in some detail gree in mind requires wise selec- Substantial blocks of credit in the remainder of the article. (Continued on page 26) 
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I, ourse tn Ciwt J 7 e rae t wW nig Lheertng 

By Arno T. Lenz 

Chairman, Civil Engineering Department 

an, Professor Arno T. Lenz is in his sixth year as chairman of the 
, Se Department of Civil Engineering. He is a Wisconsin native, having 

* - been born in Fond du Lac, and has received four degrees from the 
, Yo University. The last was the Doctorate in 1940. His professional 

ps ere ne a work has been in hydraulic engineering, with special emphasis on 
ey | water resources studies and model tests of dams. He is chairman of 

ee wg aa / the University Committee on Water Resources. In addition to his 
ee 4 eh, ee teaching and research, he has spent several summers on engineering 
pw fe work for the Tennessee Valley Authority, U. S. Bureau of Reclama- 

2 — tion, and Wisconsin industries, and as a consultant in law suits con- 
al iii: i cerned with water problems. He is chairman of the Hydraulics Di- 

“Q , vision of the American Society of Civil Engineers and past-chairman 
~ of its committees on hydrology and flood control. s 

NEW civil engineering cur- and regional planning; municipal Engineering Sciences and 
Acar: was inaugurated at engineering; buildings, bridges, Communications 

the University of Wisconsin soil mechanics and foundations; Engineeri Meee Cr, . cf . gineering Mechanics .......... 15 in September 1963. This curriculum _ construction; waterways and har- Electrical Engr. ................. 3 
provides opportunities never be- bors, irrigation and drainage, and Thermodynamics ................ 3 
fore possible in either four or five pipelines; water resources, dams, Technical Writing ............... 2 
years for the civil engineering stu- and flood control; and water treat- Descriptive Geometry 

5 5 and Civil Engr. Drawing ...... 5 dent to become educated to take — ment, sewage disposal, and envir- __ 
his place in professional life. If he | onmental health. 28 
so desires, a student may now spe- A four-year program leading to Professional Divisions 
cialize to considerable depth in one _ the Bachelor of Science degree in Ce 
or more areas of civil engineering Civil Engineering is available Transportation and Surveying ...... 10 
activities, procure a broad training _ which gives the student a rigorous Rae SEE BA insted en romenanine LB . ¥ . ydraulics & Sanitary ............ 9 in several areas or prepare himself treatment of the necessary basic __ 
for graduate work in any one of principles and physical concepts. 31 
many areas. At the same time, he In addition, 25 elective credits are Liberal Studies (Socio-Humanistic) 
will secure more training in hu- provided, of which 9 deal with lib- 
manities and social studies. All this eral studies and 16 with technical Enelish oe 
is possible only because of the rela- subjects. A six-weeks summer camp Romnoniiee CTT 
tively large number of elective is required which provides training Poli, S@s wae a awe 88 he tainc eo 3B 
courses which permit the student in field activities generally associa- _Liberal Studies Electives .......... 9 
to study in the areas of his great- ted with civil engineering. “29 
est interest. This curriculum places The four-year program consists 
greater responsibility on the stu- of work in the physical sciences, Technical Electives (All May Be Taken 
dent and his advisers to coordinate engineering sciences, professional in One Division or Distributed) 
elective course selection into a divisions, and liberal studies and . : ‘ Cr. . . Designated in one Professional comprehensive program of greatest other areas as follows: Division ............ 202.2 eeeee 6 
value. Physical Sciences Free eee 10 

The curriculum will prepare the Cr. 16 
student for work in the broad field Mathematics .............0..0+.. 18 Civil Engineering Summer 
of civil engineering, which in- Chemistry ...................... 8 CHD us i sores ee dekes em ae, 6 
cludes: surveying, mapping, and poe SBE RESRONES SE SIV ESRGS UE ea 8 Cr 
photogrammetry; highway, _ rail- 7 eo UTE HEREC: Ral eG Total... 00 cece ce ccccceee.. 142 
way, and air transportation; city 39 (Continued on page 31) 

Two fields of Civil Engineering are 
= shown here: Structures and Highways. 
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R. G. Bell (above was born in Ironwood, Michigan, April 22, 4 Oh a P od ce 4 gas, ] 2) 

1933. He moved to Ladysmith, Wisconsin at an early age. He grad- 4 = — gC 

uated from the University of Wisconsin with a B.S. Degree in : 2. a — 

Chemical Engineering in 1956 and joined the Du Pont Company : fe q 4 — 

following graduation. ee = ae 

He was employed by the company as an engineer in a process , es &  - 

development group at their plant near Charleston, West Virginia. = ae _ 

Since employment, he has worked as a development engineer in the 3 oe es 

Nylon Intermediates, Methyl Mthacrylates, and Ethylene Glycol , a - fae 

processes. : oy a se 
: Oe 5 pel oo 

a so NP? a oe 
In 1960 he was promoted to an Assistant Division Superintendent Cee By XD J oe 

in the Technical Department. In this capacity he currently super- ee. | ; 

vises a group of engineers who are responsible for the engineering — . |. Se I) 4 

development work in the Nylon Intermediates process at Du Pont’s oe 4 — =. . 

Charleston plant. - Lh F—=R Rone, 

ee Ae se a fae a Pe 
ee ae ee 

M. W. Butenhoce was born in Wausau, Wisconsin, July 20, 1918. b Mterennenerye De PP es ee , 

He graduated from the University of Wisconsin with a B.S, degree A ea C Oe 

in Chemical Engineering in 1940. He joined the Du Pont Company Se ee ee ei . i) 

in August of that year and has continued to make his career in Fahy Bee Co Fe 

engineering with that company. Soa Rylee a . se & oe Sas fo 

He joined the company as an engineer in a process development az (a Va a x Me oe ae on oat 

group at their plant near Charleston, West Virginia. He continued Opie ee a . weg 

in process development work in a wide variety of products at that ee Giro ee bee ? 

location and was promoted into a supervisory position in a process eet 8 Bd Ce 

development group in 1949. ces : . a? So es 

His responsibilities and training in supervision increased with ae : Se 

experience, including a period of duty at one of the Du P. lants — ly A er T nce, g a period of duty at one of the ‘ont plants hes 7 i 3 ges 

in Texas. In 1958 he was put in charge of the entire process devel- a ‘se Yoo ee oe 

opment group for the plant at Charleston. He remained in this posi- a = ( = ae fe aes 5 

tion until 1960, when he was given responsibility for manufacturing ee 7 , ee Te ee ae 

: ee V fee 
operations of the plant. Set A ke 

Se - Roos 
5 ope P s . oa oe . ae oe 

In his current position he is responsible for the supervision and =) eee eA Pe - 

handling of 800 wage roll people and 180 salaried people, many Bape eae ow. : fe 

of whom are technically trained. ogee X eet =] oe 
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Ch me J J a Ca nqgineertng 

By Professor R. A. Ragatz 
Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department 

foe + 

GO \. Professor Ragatz is a true native of Wisconsin, born in Prairie du 
; i Sac in 1898, and receiving his B.S., M.S., and Ph. D. degree at the 

a A > _— University of Wisconsin, the latter in 1931. He was a Research 
VS. “i Engineer for A. O. Smith Corporation from 1929 to 1930. He is BON a ee. joint author of two widely used texts in chemical engineering, and 
4 _- =—— has been Chairman of the Chemical Engineering Committee of the 

X | ) University of Wisconsin from 1941 to 1946, 1949 to 1951 , and from 
. 1955 to the present. 

Ay, 
bile 

Tie: chemical engineers’ func- gages are usually quite complex The Department of Chemical tion in industry is to trans- and require a series of well-de- Engineering has excellent instruc- late the laboratory discov- fined processing steps, some of tional facilities. The Chemical eries of research chemists into which are chemical in nature and Engineering Building has well large-scale manufacturing opera- some of which are essentially equipped undergraduate labora- tions. The research chemist gen- physical in character. Typical tories for instruction in unit op- erally makes the basic discoveries, chemical processes are polymeri- erations, chemical manufacturer, and he almost always work with zation, sulfonation, chlorination, ni- process measurements and control, small-scale equipment in the lab- tration, hydrogenation, oxidation, applied electrochemistry and plas- oratory. His apparatus usually is reduction, hydrolysis, and alkyla- tics. Facilities for graduates MS made of glass, and his product tion. Typical physical operations and PhD thesis projects are also yields are small, usually a few are pumping of fluids, transport of provided. grams at most. The chemical en- solids, heating or cooling of mate- The curriculum in chemical gineer, on the other hand, is as- rials, crushing and grinding, mix- engineering has, for many years, signed the task of designing and ing, filtration, drying, absorption of been accredited by the American operating the large-scale apparatus gases by liquids, solvent extraction, Institute of Chemical Engineers required to produce the desired crystallization, distillation, and and also by the Engineers’ Coun- material in commercial quantities. evaporation. Chemical engineers cil for Professional Development. The chemical engineer finds select the various chemical and The curriculum is constantly un- employment with companies en- physical operations needed to der scrutiny, and periodic changes gaged in the manufacture of gas- | make the desired product. They are made as called for by new oline, fuel oil, lubricating oil, | work out the best conditions for scientific discoveries and changed greases, asphalt, rocket fuels, syn- each step; they build and op- industrial conditions. 
thetic rubber, rubber products, erate the complete plant. The tremendous growth of the plastics, synthetic textile fibers, In a large company employing chemical industry since World paper, synthetic detergents, soaps, many chemical engineers, the type War II has created many employ- insecticides, weed killers, sulfa of work carried out by a particular — ment opportunities for graduates drugs, and antibiotics. The chemi- individual may be restricted to one — from the chemical engineering cal engineer produces a host of of the following general lines of course. Prospective students should “petrochemicals” such as toluene, activity: development, production, bear in mind, however, that Wis- formaldehyde, ethyl alcohol, ethy- maintenance, process control, in-  consin has relatively few chemical lene glycol, and benzene. In all of spection and testing, design, con- industries, with the result that most the foregoing manufacturing ac- struction, technical sale and cus- of our graduates secure employ- tivities, research chemists and tomer service, and administration. ment outside of the state. A nota- chemical engineers form a coordi- If a chemical engineer works for ble exception is Wisconsin’s large nated team. a smaller company, his duties pulp and paper industry, in which The manufacturing processes in probably will encompass several of many of our graduates have se- which the chemical engineer en- the foregoing types of work. cured employment. 
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James N. Pearse hired in 1957 as an EE, hometown La Crosse, Wis- Paul V. Raab hired in 1957 as an EE, hometown Freehold, New 

lonsin, started as a Research and Development Engineer Trainee then Jersey, started as a Research and Development Engineer Trainee then 

vorked as a Development Engineer and is presently a Project Engineer. worked as a Development Engineer and now is a Project Engineer. 

Photo courtesy Allen-Bradley Co. Photo courtesy Allen—Bradley Co. 
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Floyd R. Woldt hired in 1956 as an EE, hometown Oshkosh, Wis- Milan Damjanovich hired in 1957 as an EE, hometown Milwaukee, 

lonsin. started as a Sales Trainee then worked as a Sales Engineer and Wisconsin, started as an Application Engineer Trainee and now is an 

presently in Sales Promotion. Photo courtesy Allen-Bradley Co. Application Engineer. Photo Courtesy Allen-Bradley Co. 
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eS # oo Le oe ade a | Left to right, Don De Meuse (’58) 

a ee me ee “sand Richard Nelson (’38) Mr. De Meuse 
rs —" . ee ee 8 a 4 - 4 + 

- Me ‘| : ad _ _-~—s is a graduate in electrical engineering 

‘ i> ey So ee , . 
OP ; 2 es ay e and his home town was Algoma, Wis. 

La NN et. we , gy, cg ==" He is an electrical design engineer. 

ee ME a I cs Mr. Nelson, whose home town was 

Pe ek | oC Pee 
aoe ea : py ee ve 5 Madison, is a graduate in electrical en- 

Wine : ef hy Fe id i OY ae ee Carey, A af ar 3 gineering also. He is assistant to the vice 

ioe \ e a" * eee Cd Ea! an ao. president of engineering with responsi- 

. ee Mo cae? Sf “Eee. f iain bility for staffing utilities function of 

ie Ne ae b oC 
i a? ae oy - >. Kimberly-Clark. 
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Clctric j : a MGPLILCCPLRG 

By Professor H. A. Peterson 

Chairman, Electrical Engineering Department 

a. Prof. Harold A. Peterson has been Chairman of the Department 
y . of Electrical Engineering since 1947. In 1957 he received the Ben- 

jamin Smith Reynolds Award for outstanding teaching of young 
i  - engineers. In 1961 he was on leave from the University, serving as 
a ve Senior Fulbright Lecturer for one semester at the Technical Univer- 

Yo ee ae sity at Hanover, Germany. He is a Fellow in IEEE (Institute of 
‘ iP Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and Past Vice President of — SS tiéCIE€,; now merged with IRE to form the new IEEE. He is also 

ee uae a member of several other engineering societies and holds eight 
patents. His background includes 12 years in industry with the 

: : General Electric Company and a considerable amount of consult- 
ae ing experience. 

“ALECTRICAL and Elec- zation named the Institute of Age now upon us, there comes also 
E tronics Engineering” might — Electrical and Electronics Engi- a multitude of new problems. The 

more appropriately serve as neers (IEEE), having a member- Space Science and Space Engineer- 
the title of this short article. As I ship of approximately 160,000 en- ing fields are full of fascinating 
write here for the benefit of you gineers! It is by far the largest — problems for the Electrical and 
young people who are now in our unified Engineering Institute in Electronics Engineer. Electronics 
high schools I want to make this the world. The challenging op- is basic in the Space Age because 
point very clear. When you see portunities for employment and radio communication and _ control 

i the words “Electrical Engineering” _ professional development are such are so essential to even the simplest 
remember that all of the broad, as to attract the best of our high experiment involving a satellite or 
basic, and rapidly expanding field school graduates. space vehicle. And this Space Age 
of “Electronics” is included, for this A few generations ago, elec- has only begun! Certainly, Engi- 
too is modern Electrical Engineer- tricity was available in the homes neering and Scientific realities of 
ing to a very great extent. It is of only a few. Now, it is available tomorrow must surpass our vision 
vitally important for high school in almost every home. Electrical of today. 
guidance counselors, teachers, and engineers have been largely re- Electrical Engineering has ex- 
students to be well aware of this sponsible for bringing this about. panded tremendously in scope in 
fact. Today, heavy tasks around the recent years. Automatic control 

Electrical Engineering is a very farm home and other tasks in all theory, information theory, the 
young profession. Only eighty-one homes, can be done quickly, effi- transistor, new analytical _tech- 
years ago the first waterwheel- ciently, and without drudgery. niques, analog computers, digital 
driven electrical generator in this | Radio and _ television have been computers, extra high voltage 
country was put in operation at brought to most homes. These are power transmission, the tunnel di- 
Appleton, Wisconsin. There was some of the more obvious conse- ode, medical electronics, plasmas, 
rapid growth and development of quences of Electrical Engineering. magnetohydrodynamics, satellites, 
the profession in those early years. While Electrical Engineers can orbiting astronomical observatories, 
Even more phenomenal has been point out with pride these many — meteorological instrumentation, 
the expansion in more recent accomplishments, the High School space technology, lasers, new mate- 
years. After two years of careful Student should look ahead to the rials, fuel cells nuclear fusion 
study and planning, the American opportunities and challenges of the — and _ fission, and may other de- 
Institute of Electrical Engineers profession ten or twenty or more velopments have been basically 
(AIEE) and the Institute of Radio years in the future. These oppor- important in this expansion. The 
Engineers (IRE) have merged as tunities and challenges are many, control of guided missiles, and the 
of January 1, 1963 into one organi- for with the coming of the Space (Cnotinued on page 40) 
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The Engineering Career Opportunities engineering. But most important, 
. . . . any high school graduate with 

Profession in Engineering ability and interest in things tech- 

(Continued from page 15) (Continued from page 16) nical should seriously consider en- 
gineering. Careers in engineering 

interests before choosing a par- view seniors. These companies have never had a brighter future— 5 

ticular branch. To assist you in provide literature and other infor- and probably surpass career Op- 

this task the chairman of éach of | mation about the opportunities portunities in any other field. 

our engineering departments has available. The seniors examine this —————_- 

an article in this special issue of | material and interview companies Let’s Take A Look 

the Wisconsin Engineer briefly that are interesting to them and uo 

describing the field. which have expressed a need for (Continued from page 17) 

° h hei icul: li 
Combined courses in engineer- people aie pred aoe ie, to take a liberal studies undergrad- 

ing and agriculture, commerce, cal vow th «eee t fl ce eet uate degree before specializing in 

city planning or law are also possi- oa oom mu — a oe engineering. However, by  judi- 

ble and a becoming more popu- dent he <a very likely receive an cious choice of his free electives, 

lar. Such programs should be 4 the prospective engineer may sam- 

planned carefully during the first invitation to visit the company to ple many and varied fields, as his 
year at the University further discuss employment possi- taste dictates > 

‘ . bilities. In some cases, seniors must "Ex : eng students k hard 
A comprehensive study by the enter military service after gradua- _, agincenng students work hard. 

National Science Foundation tion, but some companies will hire Even with the present reduced 

predicts that the need for engi- these individuals and grant mili- curriculum requirements, they find 

neers in the years ahead will seri- tary leave when they are called to they are carrying a heavier pro- 

sly exceed the suppl less : gram of studies than their con- 
ously exceed the supply unless active duty. If the graduate pre- ed 1 colleges. If 
many more young men and women fers. he can use the Placement tempoaries in other colleges. he 

prepare now to enter the field. In- Office after returning from service. however, ie eens oe e 
dustry is already taking all avail- At any time after graduation. Col- secrets of organization, have 

able graduates, and the National A aHineerne iG _. _ learned to budget their time, disci- 
— a - lege of Engineering alumni can use i hemsélves.. and study eff 
Science Foundation predicts that the Placement Office if they wish 2’? themselves, and study eHec- 

by 1970 the number of engineers to relocate. tively, engineering students can 

needed will be almost double the New opportunities are also de- and do participate in a variety of 

total number of engineers in the veloping in terms of summer em- extracurricular activities on their 

United States today. ployment for engineering students coe ee the Freshman Ad- 

It should be recognized that en- while still in college. Even after aie? ie pan esas 
. ’ : : a wedi viser is open at all times for fresh- 

gineering is demanding a much _ the freshman year it is possible to man engineers 6 GOHIS for ‘eon 

stronger grounding in chemistry, find summer work in some phase ‘ pees” about af special prob- 

physics, and mathematics than of engineering. Besides just pro- lems wath sinus. difficr ities 

ever before. To handle adequately viding the chance to ear money, gy? ith redefining their voca. 

the increasingly complex problems the student can gain worthwhile tional objectives if more special- 5 

confronting the profession requires experience in summer work and i: od hele x needed the a agiser 

that engineers be able to under- see how engineering theories are tan efor the aeubled feashmnaii to 

stand and apply the most ad- applied to industry. And he may the: BRBDEE erst 6g agenc ” The 

vanced concepts of the basic sci- discover special interests in a par- vex Aaicer is ucersl in- 

ences. Consequently you will find ticuar phase of engineering and terested in the welfare of ach 

all curricula giving greater em- _ tailor his selection of courses ac- eadent . . 

phasis to these subjects and to — cordingly. As a result, he will be > Deg terested. tush 

synthesis and design at the expense _ better prepared to continue his ca- Inquiries from ines d ¢ 

of purely informational courses reer after graduation school students are Welcome 27 

Ever Fase Jemands of its What do the companies look for the Freshman Adviser. If yon 
“very profession demands of its iy sai enwinéering eraduate? should visit the campus and wish 

members integrity, industry, perse- Ue NEW CNB! iB Benet to talk over your plans before en- 
seANGe courtesy’ Rad 1 per Scholastic achievement is one of see ? . 

verance, courtesy’ and good per- 1. ost important factors, but by rolling in college, you will be wel- 

sonality. Success in engineering itself do oe mean “evers thing. come to come to Room 22 of T24 

requires all of these and, in addi- Ae res “ y 8: Building for a visit. 
: . : Companies are just as much in- 

tion, a strong aptitude for mathe- . , ——— 
natiee. the sciences, and writte terested in personality, character, 

m — ne meena, th ¢ wren and all-round potential. The stu- University Extension 
and ora EXDICSSION: I you possess dent who demonstrates these at- , ; 

these qualities and aptitudes you tributes through such things as (Continued from page 19) 

can and should become an engi- extra curricular activities along tion of program within the offering 

neer. The opportunities today, with scholastic ability is the most of the outlying institution of 

and in the years ahead, are al- sought after college graduate. choice. Student counsellors are 
most limitless. The rewards, mate- These are some of the things — generally very well informed on 

tially and in personal satisfaction, that should be considered by the matters of local course selections 

are substantial. high school student interested in (Continued on page 31) 
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5 . . . . He’s finding it at Western Electric 
When the University of Nevada awarded John Lauritzen electronic telephone switching system. 
his B.S.E.E. in 1961, it was only the first big step in the If you set the highest standards for yourself, both 
learning program he envisions for himself. This led him educationally and professionally, we should talk. West- 
to Western Electric. For WE agrees that ever-increasing ern Electric’s vast communications job as manufactur- knowledge is essential to the development of its engi- ing unit of the Bell System provides many opportunities neers—and is helping John in furthering his education. for fast-moving careers for electrical, mechanical and 

John attended one of Western Electric’s three Grad- industrial engineers, as well as for physical science, 
uate Engineering Training Centers and graduated with liberal arts and business majors. Get your copy honors. Now, through the Company-paid Tuition Refund of the Western Electric Career Opportunities booklet 
Plan, John is working toward his Master’s in Indus- from your Placement Officer. Or write: Western 
trial Management at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. Electric, Room 6405, 222 Broadway, New York 38, 
He is currently a planning engineer developing test N. Y. And be sure to arrange for an interview when 
equipment for the Bell System's revolutionary, new the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus. 

= Western Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

~ 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities + Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S. + Engineering Research Center, Princeton, New Jersey + Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Illinois, Little Rock, Arkansas + General headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York 7, New York 
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Our world-recognized trademark—‘“the P&WA eagle’’—has been 
identified with progress in flight propulsion for almost four decades, 
spanning the evolution of power from yesterday’s reciprocating 
engines to today’s rockets. Tomorrow will find that same Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft eagle carrying men and equipment to the moon and 
to even more distant reaches of outer space. 

Engineering achievement of this magnitude is directly traceable to 
our conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy 
Progress. Today’s engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft accept no 
limiting criteria. They are moving ahead in many directions to advance 
our programs in energy conversion for every environment. 

Our progress on current programs is exciting, for it anticipates the 
challenges of tomorrow. We are working, for example, in such areas 
as advanced gas turbines . . . rocket engines... fuel cells... nuclear 
power—all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of 
aerospace, marine and industrial power application. 

The breadth of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs requires virtually every tech- 
nical talent . . . requires ambitious young engineers and scientists who can con- 
tribute to our advances of the state of the art. Your degree? It can be aB.S., M.S. 
or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL and 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e¢ CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY e CE- 
RAMICS ¢ MATHEMATICS e ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS, 

Career boundaries with us can be further extended through a corpo- 
ration-financed Graduate Education Program. For further information 
regarding opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col- 
lege placement officer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut. 

it , , ft U Pra & Wh itney A I rc ra DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 

SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN- 
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 
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Come in-and bring your career questions 

“Giving you the answers” is the job of the gs st important to you. And remember, the more 

Allied Chemical campus interviewer. He will - (ite definite your questions, the more career help 

be here, on your campus, soon. He would like : L he can give you. Your placement office can 

to talk with you—to answer your questions— | hemical tell you when he will arrive—and supply you 

to help you get the facts you need to make NN with a copy of “Your Future in Allied 

a sound career decision. When you see him, : Chemical.” Allied Chemical Corporation, 

feel free to ask him all the questions that are Basic To America’s procress Dept. 100, 61 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. 

DIVISIONS: BARRETT * FIBERS + GENERAL CHEMICAL * INTERNATIONAL + NATIONAL ANILINE * NITROGEN + PLASTICS » SEMET-SOLVAY + SOLVAY PROCESS * UNION TEXAS PETROLEUM 
‘AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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University Extension quired to complete a course in en- proficiency, to remove prerequi- 
vo. gineering is very close to nine sites, or to regularize one’s 

(Continued from page 26) ee This haus was quite program. : 
applicable to the degree program standard from curriculum to cur- Whatever your choice, Univer- 
of choice. Any doubtful matters  riculum and varied little whether sity Extension looks forward to the 
may be cleared up quickly by a the student spent all of his time on opportunity of serving you as a 
telephone call, a letter, or a per- the Madison campus or transferred correspondence instruction student 
sonal visit to the appropriate de- _ here after one or two years at Mil- while finishing high school, a stu- partmental chairman in Madison. waukee, the State Colleges, or any dent. in one of the Freshman- 

. one of the University Centers. Re- Sophomore Centers, a Summer 
Years to Completion turning then to the typical degree Session student, a summer student The first point of understanding requirements of 146 to 152 credits, in correspondence instruction 

about the time it takes to graduate __ the typical semester load becomes while enrolled at Madison, or as in any college program is more of _ more like 16 to 17 credits. This practicing engineer returning to 
a matter of “credits earned” rather would appear to be a sensible ap- the Madison campus for engineer- 
than “time spent.” Traditionally, proach to consider when under- ing institutes, short courses, and 
the engineering programs at Wis- taking an engineering program. conferences throughout your consin have required from 146 to The current favorable career career. 
152 semester credits for gradua- prospects for engineering gradu- ———— 
tion. This means that you will have ates should supply the incentive — “ oi 
to earn an average of better than for the additional semester’s work Civil Engineering 
18 hours per semester just to stay that is required by the average (Continued from page 21) 
abreast of the schedule. There is student. 
some indication that these rigorous The opportunity to effect some Courses of study in the Depart- 
requirements for the first degree overall economies by two to four ‘™ent of Civil Engineering are: ar may be slackened somewhat in the semesters’ study close at home ranged into three divisions: (1) 
years ahead. However, such where living costs are lower and transportation and surveying, (2) 
changes in requirements are never part-time and summer employ. _ structures, and (3) hydraulics and 
retroactive, so the current bulletin ment prospects are better should Sanitary engineering. In each of 
of courses in the College of Engi- go a long way toward financing these areas three courses must be 
neering should be your guide. the extra semester's study so many taken for totals of 9 to 12 credits 

When your Freshman and/or — engineering students find to be in order to Provide the student 
Sophomore programs contain a inescapable. A study of your per- _ With the basic fundamentals upon 
sufficient number of courses in the sonal situation may strongly sug- Which he must build in order for 
required areas of English, mathe- gest to you that you begin work him to become registered and 
matics, chemistry, drawing, phys- in one of the University Centers or Practice professionally in this divi- 
ics, economics, history, speech, and _ the State Colleges. If you do, there Sion. In_ at least one of these di- 
mechanics, you stand a good _ is every reason to believe that the Visions he must take two! or: more 
chance of maintaining pace with test of time will bear out the over- Courses (at least 8 credits ) which 
your contemporaries in Madison. all wisdom of your selection. are known as designated electives 
An excess of credits in music, soci- in order to give him greater depth 
ology, or other subject matter spe- Other Extension Services of training in one specialty. The re- 
cialities not particularly related to Bear in mind, too, that Univer- maining ten technical elective 
engineering, will simply mean that sity Extension stands ready to credits are chosen by the student 
you are better informed than the serve you through its Correspond- _t0_ add_to his professional compe- 
average engineer and that your ence Instruction program. This tence in areas he may select. 
total credits upon graduation will — may be useful to you in any of Liberal studies must include re- 
exceed the number spelled out several ways: quired courses in freshman Eng- above by virtue of courses taken 1) ‘High school credit coiises— lish, political science, economics, 
outside of the rather rigid curricu- e.g. chemistry, physics, Eng- and electives to supplement these 
lum requirements in most engi- lish, languages, mathematics, courses or to give education mn 
neering programs. social studies, etc. other phases of the humanities or 

There is not space here to spell 2) Zero-credit college courses— social studies. . out the particular requirements of e.g. mathematics, English A student who makes a suffici- 
each degree program or some of slide‘rule. ete: vo’ ently good scholastic record to be 
the allowable course substitutions 3) College credit courses—e.g. admitted to the Graduate School is 
that may be made. Nevertheless, it English, languages, econom- encouraged to take a five-year pro- 
is easy for you to visualize a course is Wideeinatins: engineering gram culminating in the Master of 
in geology being useful to a mining drawing physics mechanics, Science degree in Civil Engineer- 
or metallurgical engineer, and an etc. = , , ing in order to better prepare him- 
extra year of physics being useful self for greater responsibilities in 
to an electrical or a mechanical These courses may be taken by the profession. The decision to 
engineer. qualified students at appropriate — work for the Master’s degree need 

A recent study completed here times and_ serve handsomely to not be made until after the B.S. 
showed that the average time re- clear up deficiencies, to establish (Continued on page 40) 
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Courtesy of Baker Manufacturing Company, Evansville, Wisconsin 

The design of a hydrofoil boat such as the one shown here involves to some 

extent the same problems in Engineering Mechanics that face the designers of 

ballistic missiles. These include problems in Properties of Materials, Fluid 

Dynamics, Aerodynamics, and Experimental Stress Analysis. Note the ski type 

sensor in front of the boat which is dynamically coupled through the control 

system to change the angle of attack of the submerged foil in order to keep the 

boat on a level course. 
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C; ineert. ICS nquineer ng CCRANIC. 

By Professor George W. Washa 

Chairman, Mechanics Department 

i a Professor George W. Washa has been chairman of the Depart- 
3 r q ment of Engineering Mechanics since 1953. He was born in Mil- 
eS > ~ waukee, Wisconsin, and received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D., degrees 
~ | from the University of Wisconsin. He has been very active in 

: PT ASTM and ACI. He has served as chairman of several ACI com- 
A ‘-y mittees and has also served on the Board of Directors. He is co- 

=! author of two textbooks in Engineering Mechanics. 

HIS undergraduate engineer- erties of materials such as metals, lum in Engineering Mechanics 
Tie curriculum of the Uni- plastics, concrete, soils and wood. would have been of great benefit 

versity of Wisconsin was The curriculum in Engineering to them in their professional ac- 
started to meet the need for train- Mechanics provides for more tivities and recommended strongly 
ing in the more fundamental as- courses in physics, chemistry and that such a curriculum. be 
pects of engineering. It is matched mathematics than required in most _ activated. 
by similar curricula in many — engineering curricula along with Third, most industrial organiza- 
of the leading egineering colleges advanced courses in Engineering tions, both large and small, prefer 
throughout the country. They may — Mechanics. It includes a course — that their men come to them with 
not always be called Engineering in Experimental Stress Analysis a broad fundamental scientific 
Mechanics, but similar aims and — which is concerned with the use background. Generally they them- 

. objectives are present in many of photoelasticity and various me- selves prefer to teach the details 
curricula such as Engineering Phy- chanical and electrical strain gages relating to their specific activities. 
sics and Engineering Science. for the purposes of determining Fourth, recent studies of the 

stresses when theoretical calcula- American Society for Engineering 
What Is Engineering Mechanics? tions are not practical. Graduate Education have recommended a 

Engineering Mechanics serves Courses leading to the Master of strengthening of the work in the 
as a bridge between work in the Science and Doctor of Philosophy basic sciences. 
basic sciences—mathematics, phy- degrees, which have been given Fifth, perhaps the most impor- 
sics and chemistry—and the vari- by the Department for many tant reason for the formation of 
ous engineering curricula. The me- years, consider further such fields the curriculum in Engineering Me- 
chanics course common to all en- Of study as _ elasticity, plasticity, chanics has been the great changes 
gineering curricula are: Statics, vibrations, plates, shells, and elas- that have taken place in science 
concerned with forces and equi- tic stability. and engineering during the past 
librium of bodies under the action ‘ A years. Among the most important 
of forces: Dynamics, concerned Why Was This Curriculum Started? of these have been the rapid diffu- 
with the motion of particles and There are many reasons and a sion of scientific knowledge and 
bodies and the forces necessary to few of the more important are disciplines into engineering, the in- 
cause such motion; Mechanics of listed below: creasing use of the analytical ap- 
Materials, concerned with the First, many engineers now fre- proach to the solution of practical 
stresses and strains within beams, quently work as a team with — problems, and the need for a bet- 
shafts, columns, and other ele- chemists, physicists, and mathe- ter understanding of the properties 
ments performing their usual func- maticians and must be able to and mechanics of materials. While 
tions in structures and machines; understand them. engineering is still both an art and 
Properties of Materials, concerned Second, many returning gradu- a science, some fields are based 
with understanding and measuring ates have indicated that they largely upon empirical data and 
the mechanical and physical prop- thought an undergraduate curricu- (Continued on page 41) 
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Pictured above are machine design experiments conducted by students. ‘Pp
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Weck nic NGL J a a gineering 

By Professor Edward F. Obert 
Chairman, Mechanical Engineering Department 

vs * on - 

Se 
Poa ae 

: 7 Professor Edward F. Obert is completing his first year as Chair- y a man of Mechanical Engineering. He was born in Detroit, Michigan oS we and received his B.S. from Northwestern University and M.S. from | ee oy the University of Michigan. He has written books on thermody- a = 7 namics and combustion engines. He is the eighth recipient of the aS . £ a _ ye George Westinghouse Award of the American Society of Engineer- eo 7! | ing Education for outstanding teachers. 

- amie Sa) : _° od yp : 

ECHANICAL engineering are manufactured, Railroad and of all branches of engineering. An M: that phase of engineering _ marine equipment is also designed _ individual mechanical engineer “which deals principally with — and built by the mechanical engi- may design products or production the conception, design, analysis,  neer, as well as the many types of — methods, he may supervise pro- test, production, and utilization of heavy earth-moving equipment — duction, he may administer busi- mechanical equipment. Engineers which make possible our expand- ness operations or technical proj- in this profession have been a ma- ing super-highways systems. ects, he may test individual ma- . jor factor in the developing in this In power generation the me- chines or complete plants, or he country of the highest standard of chanical engineer is responsible for may conduct research. Although living in the world, which has been __ the conversion of fuel energy, nu- many special areas exist in the pro- largely achieved by the effective clear energy, or water power, to _ fession the field is traditionally di- mass-production system which has mechanical energy. This involves vided into three broad activities. been developed. The mechanical the design and construction of They are heat power, design, and engineer, although contributing to turbo-machinery, steam generators, _ industrial engineering. our present technology in every in- pumps, and condensers, which are In the heat power field, engi- dustry and in every phase of de- essential components of our nat- neers are interested in the analysis sign, development and production, ural electrical power generating of liquids, gases, and vapors, as has played a dominant role in the capacity. they are used in all types of engi- transportation, power generation, In the field of production ma- neering applications. Thus, the in- and manufacturing fields. chinery, the mechanical engineer ternal combustion engine, the In the field of transportation he has designed and developed the steam turbine, the refrigerator, and has been largely responsible for automated equipment now used the rocket engine are but a few ex- the development of modern air- in the manufacture of castings, amples of equipment requiring this craft, including the turbo-jet en- stampings, extrusions, forging, and type of engineering. To be pro- gine, landing gear, hydraulic con- of machined parts of all kinds. As ficient in this area the engineer trols, and inertial navigation sys- this equipment becomes more — must have a knowledge of thermo- tems. Our current cars, trucks, and complex, various types of hydrau- dynamics, heat transfer, fluid flow, buses are the result of his ex- lic, pneumatic, electrical, and nu- gas dynamics, combustion, and re- tensive efforts in the development — merical controls must be under- lated subjects. of engines, brakes, transmissions, stood and applied by the mechani- In the design field mechanical steering mechanisms, chassis struc- cal engineer. engineers are called upon to con- tures and the associated mass pro- Mechanical engineering is per- ceive new devices and machines, duction technology by which they haps one of the broadest in scope (Continued on page 41) 
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Vie 3 3 j } inera an cla ngineering 

By Professor P. C. Rosenthal 
Chairman, Department of Minerals ¢& Metals Engineering 

ee | 

te be This is Professor Rosenthal’s 9th year as department head. He a“ : wa received his B.S. and M.S. in Metallurgical Engineering from the wa _—ite i a University of Wisconsin. In addition to teaching he has spent seven Rigs ye SD € years in industrial research, and has served industry as consultant 4 ‘ae? 4 on metallurgical problems. He has been very active in the AFS and 
Ds at mak i ASM, being chairman and vice-chairman of the local chapters. He >, ~“ is co-author of “Principles of Metal Casting.” 

OG, SES 

N THIS era of electronics, nu- than in any other branch of — riculum cannot cover the entire I clear energy, magneto hydrody- engineering”. spectrum of subjects. For this rea- namics, plasmas, lasers and mas- Our industrial technology is son, the undergraduate program is ers, satellites and rockets, and based on a complex array of alloys divided into two general categories other glamorous titles, it is often and non-metallics which involve al- beginning with the junior year. overlooked that all of these de- most every known element, Even One of these is directed toward velopments depend on materials the inert gases are used in metal mineral procurement and mineral and materials processing. By their processing. While physics and processing including petroleum as very nature, materials cannot be chemistry are the basic sciences well as metallic minerals, while the glamorized to the extent that other underlying the production and de- other curriculum involves extrac- r Space-Age developments have, yet —_ velopment of these materials, there tive metallurgy, physical metal- the progress in materials science are so many problems that lie out- —_ lurgy and materials science. There and engineering has been just as side the normal scope of these sub- is some necessary overlap in the spectacular and fascinating, Recog- _jects that it is common nowadays curricula. The first one leads to a nize for example that it is now _ to think in terms of “materials sci- B.S. degree in Mining Engineering within our power to develop the ence” as well. This is the science and the second to a B.S. degree in theoretical strength of materials which deals with the relation be- Metallurgical Engineering. Again, which is on the order of 1000 times tween the structure and properties _ these are generalized titles and do as great as that of present com- of matter. It is a relatively new sci- not represent all aspects of the mercial materials. Recognize that ence and has deep roots in such programs. Some idea of what is in- techniques are now available to ex- fields as metallurgy, ceramics, and volved is indicated by the follow- amine materials at magnifications solid state physics. It bears di- ing descriptions. so high that atomic defects and the rectly on such problems as the de- Utilization of metals begins with individual atoms themselves can be velopment of materials for higher the discovery and development of made visible. But more impor- __ strengths, high temperature resist- mineral wealth. This is the work of tantly, recognize that the minerals ance, extremely low temperature the mining engineer. The curricu- industry furnishes the foundation properties, nuclear power applica- lum for mining engineering in- of our entire technology, conven- tion, solid state electronics de- cludes, in addition to courses in tional or exotic, that it is a rela- vices, etc. mine evaluation, development tively uncrowded field, and. that Since this department offers and ore removal, related courses the opportunities accordingly are courses covering the engineering in geology, mineral concentration that much greater. To quote A. W. problems which begin with the dis- and chemical processing. There are Futrell, Jr. from his book on “Ori- covery of the original source of also courses in related fields such entation to Engineering”: “there is _ materials—the ores—and end with as hydraulics, surveying, electrical probably more opportunity and the final metallic or non-metallic engineering, and heat and power. greater challenge in this area products, one undergraduate cur- (Continued on page 41) 
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uctear ngineering 

By Prof. Max W. Carbon 
Chairman, Nuclear Engineering Department 

ane 
oO a 4 Professor Carbon was born in 1922 and received his Ph.D. in En- _ | gineering from Purdue University in 1949. From 1949 to 1955 he : PN ae var served as head of the Heat Tarnsfer Unit at the Hanford Plutonium A 2 é \ ee Works operated by General Electric Company. He was the Chief of ew. oy the Thermodynamics Section of Avco Manufacturing Corporation _— Se from 1955 to 1958, doing design of ICBM nose cones. Since 1958 : a 5 he has been at the University of Wisconsin and is presently Chair- . man of the Nuclear Engineering Department. 

UCLEAR Engineering is from coal throughout the United ginning on studies of the use of N a modern profession con- States and in undeveloped coun- radiation to fabricate materials cerned with the release of tries throughout the world (Power having superior strength and ther- energy from the nucleus by fission reactors, incidentially, are large mal characteristics. or fusion and with the utilization “machines” in which tremendous The use of radiation in in- of the properties of radiation. numbers of nuclei are fissioned dustrial applications such as trac- Since the discovery 25 years ago and from which the resulting en- ing, nondestructive testing, and that a uranium nucleus could be ergy is extracted in the form of thickness measuring is reported to made to split (or fission) and re- heat.) The adaptation of similar result in savings to the country lease energy, a vast new field has reactors for the propulsion of — of $200,000,000 per year. Yet it is developed. In former times, gen- _ ocean-going vessels and space ve- felt that the surface has only erations frequently elapsed _ be- hicles must be accomplished. Later been scratched. The use of radi- tween discovery and application; programs for space exploration ation to sterilize foodstuffs may re- for example, Hertz demonstrated will likely be severely limited un- volutionize the food-packaging radio waves in the 1880's, but they less nuclear energy can be utilized industry. received very little practical use — to power ion and electric propul- A serious study of the use of nu- for over 30 years. In contract nu- sion systems as well as. satellite clear explosives to build harbors clear fission was discovered in communication systems. and canals, to allow extraction of 1939, plutonium was being manu- Research is needed on methods petroleum from oil sands, and to factured on a large scale in 1943, to control the fusion process for assist in mining operations is just an atomic bomb was tested in the generation of power. (Whereas beginning. And_ the physicist 1945, electricity was generated fission is the splitting of a nucleus needs help in the design, develop- from nuclear energy in 1951, and with the release of energy, fusion ment, and use of high-energy par- nuclear engines to propel space ve- is the combining of nuclei with the ticles accelerators for the unex- hicles were tested about 1959. release of energy.) Since fusion plored ranges above a few billion However, even though the appli- takes place only at temperatures electron volts, cation of nuclear energy has in the millions of degrees, resort Certainly not the least nor last. progressed at an extraordinary must be made to the use of the development of improved nu- rate, Nuclear Engincering is only plasmas, and plasma physics be- clear weapons for the defense of in its infancy and much remains — comes an important study. Other the free world must continue un- to be done. Improved power reac- research is needed on means to abated. tors must be developed which will convert nuclear energy more di- Although the applications cited permit us to generate electricity rectly into electrical energy than above are numerous and diverse, from nuclear energy as cheaply as the decades-old technique em- no one can predict with certainty bodying turbines and electrical which particular one will prove The University of generators which is used at pres- most useful. In fact, it is quite pos- <— Wisconsin Reactor. ent, In addition, work is only be- (Continued on page 42) 
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Civil Engineering Entrance requirements for both electrical engineer. The problems 

programs are the same and are are fascinating and challenging, 

(Continued from page 31) those for admission to the Grad- requiring much imagination and 

degree has been obtained. It is, uate School. A grade point average resourcefulness in obtaining so- 

however, desirable to consider the of 2.75/4.00 is required but stu- lutions. Advanced training in en- 

entire five-year program when the dents with slightly lower grade gineering science and mathematics 

student is selecting electives dur- averages may be admitted on pro- is generally required for creative 

ing his first four years of study. bation if recommended by the de- work in these areas. 

The recommended five-year pro- partment, particularly if their rec- Graduate work in Electrical En- 

gram offers the student greater op- ords during the last two years of gineering is strongly encouraged. 

portunities for diversified or inten- undergraduate work are consider- — About 100 graduate student's from 

sive studies, because a total of ap- ably better than during the first many different states and foreign 

proximately 50. elective credits is year or two. countries are currently enrolled in 

provided, of which 9 are devoted A student in the professional Electrical Engineering on the 

to liberal studies. The large block master’s program is required to Madison campus. It is expected 

of elective credits which remains is take a minimum of 30 credits of that from 8 to 10 Ph.D. degrees in 

devoted to technical subjects re- resident graduate work. This norm- Electrical Engineering will be 

lated to analysis, design, synthesis, ally takes one full calendar year. awarded in 1964.” Currently we 

and gencral engineering practice. He must take courses in Contracts are graduating each year about 160 

The student therefore has the op- and Specifications, and Economic Seniors in Electrical Engineering 

portunity to: Selection, if he has not elected (B.S. in EE). The employment op- 

a) Continue to develop in the them as an undergraduate. He portunities for individuals with 

broad field of civil engineer- must complete at least two of the such engineering-science training 

ing by dividing his electives designated electives in each of the are indeed challenging and excit- 

fairly equally among the professional divisions of civil engi- ing. 

three divisions of instruction. neering, if he has no taken these At the University of Wisconsin, 

b) Specialize in one or more courses as an undergraduate. The our facilities in the Engineering 

arcas of activity of civil remainder of his program must be Building are among the best in 

engineering. selected in conference with an ad- the country. Our course of study 

¢) Participate in interdiscipli- viser from one of the divisions. in Electrical Engineering is con- 

nary programs. / A student taking the science op- stantly under surveillance so that 

d) Participate in depth in elec- tion will select his courses in con- improvements can be made from 

tive programs in other de- ference with an adviser from one _ time to time to keep in step with 

partments of the Engineering of the divisions and must earn a the needs of industry. We have 

College. total of at least 24 credits includ- recently revised our curriculum in 

— / ing five to eight credits of thesis re- order to make it more suitable to 

c) Pursue courses of study lead- search investigation. Normally, the demands of our rapidly chang- 

ing to the Ph.D. by choosing this work, including the thesis re- ing technology. It is fully ac- 

ab clective program begin- search, takes one calendar year of credited by the Engineers’ Coun- 

he ee ean 8 which study. At the option of the major cil for Professional Development. 

fe ax 1 a 
2 = 

to hig area of epaciallzat (On: pens the thesis requirement There is a student branch of 
may be waived; however, in lieu IEEE Ves 2 . with a fac- 

1 . thereof, the student must take on the campus with a fae 

The educational goals of the " > mer e ulty member in charge as branch 

recommended five-year program three to mune credits of “advanced counselor. This student branch 

are to provide men for (a) public independent study and complete 1 m its. . : ffi holds reg- 

and civic works and general engi- a minimum of 30 credits of resi- cleats Ue own ° “ ° . 18 

neering practice, (b) education, dent graduate work. ular meetings, and sponsors ac: 

research and development, and Within the programs outlined tvites of interest to student en- 

(c) areas of specialization. above, the civil engineering stu- gineers, It affords a means for 

In the fifth year the student may dent can choose a program tailor- orienting students with regard to 

select either the professional op- made to his individual require- professional activities within the 

tion or the science option. Those ments with a minimum of those IEEE following graduation. 

selecting the professional option couises in which he has the least The University of Wisconsin 

employed normally in professional interest. offers excellent opportunities for 

engineering ea with consult ———- study in Electrical Engineering. 

ng engineers, ederal, state, or . = * ” . 

municipal engineering agencies or Electrical Engineering eee Seal nad wie and mh good 

in industry. Those selecting the (Continued from page 25) G Se ee am a and a Gel ~ 

science option are employed norm- “ : : terest in. science and mathematics 

ally in research and teaching, and very special instrumentation prob- would do well to consider enrolling 

frequently go on for the Ph.D, de- lems associated with the recording =? this course of study which leads 

gree. An ultimate goal is therefore of data and transmitting such data t0._ @_ most interesting professional 

desirable when a selection is made back to earth from satellites are life of basic importance to our 

but this objective is not mandatory. _ largely the responsibility of the | economy and security. 
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Engineering Mechanics he is in demand in practically ev- leaves off because his principal 
(Continued from page 93) ery type of manufacturing organi- tasks are associated directly with 

pap zation and in many research and the mining operation. He plans the 
experience while others have a governmental organizations. He method of removing the ore, de- 
highly organized scientific basis. | ™&Y be employed in the electrical, signs the transportation system 
The empirical approach necessar- chemical, petroleum, metal-proc- and handles related problems of 
ily involves specialization since  ©SSINg,_paper, plastics, or any ventilation and power supply. 
the results are usually closely re- other of hi host of TSeUSes which In the petroleum field, the coun- 
lated to the specific problem. The wai s aly en Hy a terpart to the mining engineer is 
methods of the analytical ap- a ti especia y  lopation PrO- the petroleum engineer. His job is 
oan ie general. For panes eee “SiGe ai aeaniaties to plan and operate the oil-drilling 

ems 1 2 _ > = i ” ~ g i ex i ») 

chanics ° Josten — ‘tansler sponsibilities. and ee he tales net and te ; 5 ge for the storage of the crude 
thermodynamics, and others show Although the achievements of petroleum. He should also be fa- 
remarkable similarity in the form the mechanical engineering pro- miliar with methods used to lo- 
of the differential equations that fession in the past are apparent, cate new petroleum fields. 
result from analyses. The analyti- what does the future hold? What The. sesloweal. minis 1 
cal phases of engineering are there- will the mechanical engineer of He: Beolgeies', TNnINg ane Pe 
fore broad and not highly re- tomorrow do? With the rapid ad- oe ne ne. Ophons are all 
stricted by subject barriers. vances in science and technology available at Wisconsin. 

such predictions are indeed diffi- Once the ore is removed from 

oo cult; however, from all indications me ae nae be pears 
7 2 . industry will continue to require urther before the metal can be 

Mechanical Engineering an increasing number of compe. extracted. This is called mineral 
(Continued from page 35) tent, well-trained mechanical en- _ benefication, mineral dressing or 

. . gineering graduates to staff the mineral concentration, This field 
and to refine and improve existing many technical and administrative represents the link between mining 

designs. Perhaps im phase of me- positions which are continually de- _ on the one hand and metallurgy on 
chanical engineering places greater veloping. In addition, with the the other. The mineral processing 
demands upon the imagination, in- yey increasing emphasis on sci- engineer designs and_ operates 

genuity, and judgement of on entific research, many mechanical plants for the separation of the 
engineer than that of mechanical engineers with advanced theoreti- valuable minerals from the waste 
design. Design requires the con- Ga} training will be required in this products. This field is becoming 
version of ideas to physical reality, field. It is apparent than an in- increasing more important as the 
which is the essence of engineer- creasing proportion of our students richer ore deposits become ex- 
ing. The design engineer must be will undertake graduate study to- _ hausted and lower grade ores must 

well grounded m kinematics, wards the M.S. or Ph.D. degree, be utilized. In Wisconsin, for in- 
machine elements, mechanics, and students with the necessary _ stance, the use of the available low 
strength and Properties of ma- aptitude and ability are en- grades ores awaits development of 
terials, dynamics, vibrations, ex- couraged to plan on a program of — economical methods for concentrat- 
perimental stress analysis, and academic training which includes ing these ores to higher iron con- 

sentially co denen which, relate graduate study. tents. The mineral processing engi- 
SPECHICE sign. neer uses many methods and 
é L wre industrial oupucerine ——— devices for concentrating ores such 

eld all types of production prob- m as gravi separati “hea 
lems are TF aieed. This is the Minerals and Metals elit’ ctomatiton wat ‘Hhiticn 
dommia of the eels pee Engineering His program of study is much the 

products ‘usually on a mass ane. (Continued from page 37) weer bat tse the ae le sath. ) S u s 2e sually contains less min 
tion basis. It is here that engineers One option of the curriculum in ing and more metallurgical engi- 
are concerned with how a part or this field concentrates on the geo- neering subjects. 

migehing: may he priduced in ‘the logical aspects of mining. The After the mineral processing en- most economical manner. There graduate from this program is re- 4 . . Be og a cltante relat, . gineer has completed his work of are many subjects related to this ferred to as a geological engineer oncentrating the ore. the metal 
field, including industrial organi- arid would besprimnanl aeAceRREA concentrating ne ore, the metal- 
zation, plant layout, cost analysis, ith finding E xl y * lurgical engineer steps in to reduce 
time-and-motion study, personnel - an etl Bi Me oe th bo the ore to the metallic state. 
management materials handling, Od a ‘ee a € s e ee a ae In this work he may utilize heat, 

and inspection methods. With the inate en be. nee bs electricity, chemicals or a combi- 
increasing complexity of the mass-  O7® @” etermine how it might nation of these factors. Since this 
production techniques, industrial best be extracted from the earth. treatment usually involves chemi- 
engineering is a rapidly expanding The mining engineer designs, cal reactions, this metallurgical 

field. constructs, and operates mining engineering field is called chemical 
Because the training of a Me- properties. He, in effect, begins or extractive metallurgy. An ex- 

chanical Engineer is rather broad, where the geological engineer ample of an_ extractive metal- 
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lurgical operation is the reduction such that it serves as an excellent — other people, he must communi- 
of iron ore in the blast furnace to background for employment in the cate his ideas and inventions to 
produce pig iron, the pig iron be- general area of materials science others, his promotions may come 
ing subsequently refined to steel. or engineering. faster if he is able to organize and 

The large metal refineries _scat- ee direct the activities of others, and 
tered through the country all de- also he must take an active role in 
pend upon metallurgists for their Nuclear Engineer our citizen society. Finally, he 

design and operation. New Proc- (Continued from page 39) must also be trained in engineering 
esses, increasing use of low grade skills since his aim will usually be 

ores, and new metal requirements, sible that the long-range predomi- to create some kind of device or 
have all added to the scope and nate application will prove to be design, and he receives specialized 
importance of the work done by one undreamed of today. training in the fourth year in Nu- 

the extractive metallurgists. When Thus, it is the job of the Nuclear clear Engineering so that industry 
the extractive metallurgist has Engineer to apply the principles and government will desire his 
completed his job of reducing the of nuclear physics. This point is services or so that he will be espe- 

ore to the metallic state, the phys- ill-appreciated by the general pub- cially well prepared to go on to 
ical metallurgist or materials engi- lic and much confusion exists re- graduate work. (Although you are 

neer takes over to improve the garding the distinction between in high school now, you should al- 

product. the work of the scientist and the ready be giving serious thought to 

The alchemists of old were con- engineer. However, science is the devoting at least a year to grad- 

stantly striving to change base search for knowledge, and_ the uate study, regardless of the pro- 

metals to noble metals. Had their physicist is engaged in attempting fession you choose.) 

efforts succeeded they probably to understand the make-up of the The Nuclear Engineering  stu- 

would be no less spectacular than physical world. When the phy- dent receives an important, ad- 

the efforts of the present day phys- — sicist leamed how uranium nuclei ditional dividend in that his train- 
ical metallurgists. who have suc- would fission, he was satisfied and ing is also ideal for a career in 

ceeded in greatly improving the ready to move on to a new sub- general research and development 
mechanical and physical proper- ject. The engineer, in contrast, work. During the past few years 

ties. of metals by alloying and — wished to apply the knowledge of oth industrial and governmental 
special treatments, The physical fissioning to generate electricity, Jahoratories have greatly increased 
metallurgist finds opportunities in to advance space exploration, to the emphasis on research and de- 

a wide variety of industries. protect the free world, to make — velopment activities which cut 

For example, he may be em- new materials, and so on; and he across many fields of speciali- 

ployed in the automotive industry is doing so. zation. In this work it is fre- 

to specify the composition and To train engineers for work in quently more important that the 

properties of metals and other ma- the nuclear field, Wisconsin initi- engineer understand the basic 

terials to be used for the various ated a graduate-level program in principles of a wide number of 

parts. He may be engaged in the the 1950’s and offered studies lead- technical subjects than that he be 

nuclear field to design fuel ele- ing to the M.S, and Ph.D. degrees. _a specialist in any one. This under- 

ments, study corrosion problems, However, it was realized that the graduate curriculum is particularly 

or to carry on research on radi- students could be offered signifi- suited to give the student the 

ation damage. He may be em- cantly better training if they be- broad, fundamental background 

ployed in the electrical industry to gan nuclear studies earlier in their needed for that kind of job; and 

work with physicists and electrical careers. Consequently, an under- the graduate, if he chooses, may 
engineers in the manufacture of — graduate curriculum in Nuclear find himself moving into work hav- 

solid state devices. Other oppor- Engineering was developed and ing little relation to Nuclear En- 
tunities exist in such fields as offered for the first time in gineering. Thus, the undergradu- 
metal casting, welding, production September 1961. This new curricu- ate curriculum is not one aimed 

of such metals as aluminum, cop- Jum is an engineering-science type —at_ turning out specialists in one 

per and steel, and the production course tailored to give the student _ narrow field. 
of rare or refractory metals like the background for the activities In summary, Nuclear Engineer- 

beryllium or tantalum. The pos- — described above. The first three ing is a growing, exciting field 
sible areas of employment are al- years of the program give him which offers excellent professional 
most unlimited because the ad- training in science-en gineering opportunities, The undergraduate 

vancements in our technology fundamentals and liberal arts. Just curriculum has been designed to 

have reared oe sav, anaes ap as the scientists wants to know how train students for active participa- 
tention to materials. Although and why something works, the en- . . ; no open d ate 

. . ‘ . bee : tion and, with further graduate 
work in ceramic engineering is gineer must also; thus, consider- study, for leadership in the field 

usually handled by ceramic engi- able emphasis is placed on science, atu Ye BOE LeaCersmp, 1D: kOe" Bees 

neers, it is not difficult for metal- and the Nuclear Engineering stu- The curriculum is designed for the 

lurgists to function in this area also dent will study essentially as much —S€m10Us student who intends to ap- 
because of the similarity of the fun- physics and mathematics as the ply his efforts diligently, and the 
damental science underlying both physics student. He must also re- graduate will find that he has 

of these fields. As a matter of fact ceive training in the liberal arts chosen a very satisfying and worth- 

training in physical metallurgy is because he will usually work with — while career. 
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WHERE’S GARRE I 

EVERYWHERE! Here are a few of the ways U.S. defense and space progress are being helped 

by Garrett-AiResearch: /N SPACE—Environmental control systems, auxiliary power systems; advanced 

space power systems; research in life sciences. JN THE AIR— Pressurization and air conditioning 

for most of our aircraft; prime power for small aircraft; central air data systems; heat transfer equipment 

and hundreds of components. OW LAND—Auxiliary power systems for ground support of 

aircraft and missiles; standard generator sets; cryogenic systems; ground support instrumentation and controls. 

ON THE SEA— Auxiliary, pneumatic and electrical power for ships; auxiliary power systems 

and air conditioning for hydrofoil craft. UNDER THE SEA—Environmental systems for submarines 

and deep diving research vehicles; pressurization systems, computers 

and control systems for submarines and underwater missiles. 

For further information about many interesting project areas and career 

opportunities at The Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley at 

9851 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles. Garrett is an equal opportunity employer. 

THE FUTURE IS BUILDING NOW AT 

e Los Angeles + Phoenix . 
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a 4 . r rt : — i George Fitzgibbon is a Senior Experimental 
a a .rrS”~S—~—~—SS — | Chemist at Delco Radio. He’s pictured here examin- co lUmUC GG —~ a... ee . BP : ? 7 Fl Co _ ~~. ti (ie ing silicon rectifier sub-assemblies for microscopic 

_ bP . ~~ — solder voids during the development stage. Oa . , : : a | 8 -_— -. mee a George received his BS in Chemistry from the 
rt od a — ee a University of Illinois prior to joining Delco Radio. CN eR . ; oF - ~ Co oI 7 - .. ~ As he puts it, “I found, at Delco, an opportunity to —_ a i — ; - take part in a rapidly expanding silicon device de- 
 . i — velopment program. The work has proved to be 
: - lr ‘ challenging, and the people and facilities seem to - CW : ging, Pp} 

| i. a _ stimulate your best efforts.” : (oe a : ° ; 
io. ££ . The young graduate engineer at Delco will also 

4 _ find opportunity—and encouragement—to continue 
ie T c work on additional college credits. Since our incep- 

: f i , tion, we’ve always encouraged our engineers and 
* i scientists “to continue to learn and grow.” Our 

= Tuition Refund Program makes it possible for an 
La eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs ro oe 8 P Sa y | of spare time courses studied at the university or 
ll “st | college level. Both Purdue and Indiana Universities 

. a ee — offer educational programs in Kokomo, and Purdue 
ee —— 2 — . a. maintains an in-plant graduate training program for a — ro 
ee a a : ae a CN Delco employees. 
eee ae a: eo Like George Fitzgibbon, you too may find chal- 
. i ‘ se lenging and stimulating opportunities at Delco Radio, — +. iF << - i ers ‘ i 6 8 C—O — in such areas as silicon and germanium device de- 

|. CU velopment, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative 
Se oy “| packaging of semiconductor products, development 

ad Pens, ais : of laboratory equipment, reliability techniques, and 
ie 4 _ applications and manufacturing engineering. 
a —— _ | If your training and interests lie in any of these 

oe Pk. - areas, why not explore the possibilities of joining ‘ 4 : * * A A : this outstanding Delco—GM team in forging the 
3 future of electronics? Watch for Delco interview OG 

SS . ee .. _— dates on your campus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long- 
: eee shore, Dept. 135A, Delco Radio Division, General 

; Se Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana. : — rr—<——sSSCS 

“ An equal opportunity employer solid state electronics@ 

f Wa \ DEtco Rapto Division oF GENERAL Morors CorPoRATION 
X J Koxomo, INDIANA 
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Work for a bearing and steel ? Ork for a Dearing and stee company! 

What’s exciting about that? at's exciting about that: 
Nothing—if you’re bored by Project and potatoes” markets in the Auto- Youll work with one of three Mohole, turbine engines, the world’s motive, Railroad, Farm and Con- products: Bearings, Steel or Rock tallest crane, and biggest strip-min- struction machinery industries. Bits. Uses for these products number ing shovel, a telephone cable-laying At the Timken Company you in the growing thousands. ship now crossing the Pacific, space receive up to four years’ training in There are 31 Timken Company exploration, the Spirit of America one or more of 22 training programs domestic sales offices in the United race car, the Alweg Monorail, a —80% of which are for young States and Canada. Practically every moveable grandstand for the new engineers. major city has one. District of Columbia Stadium, Atlas Instruction takes place on the job We serve markets in 119 countries missiles and defense work— and in the classroom. With pay. And from 14 manufacturing plants in They’re all recent projects involv- we participate in executive develop- England, France, Australia, South ing The Timken Roller Bearing ment programs at well-known uni- Africa, Canada, and the U.S. Company, world’s largest manu- versities. And we’re still growing. facturer of tapered roller bearings If you come with us, you can be So if you’re interested in our kind and a leading producer of fine alloy an indoor-type working in straight of work, why not get in touch with steel. research, testing and production. Or us? Write Dept. MC for our 12-page The Timken Company is the you can be an indoor-outdoor-type career booklet. world’s largest because our engi- and become a sales engineer, helping The Timken Roller Bearing neers developed tapered roller bear- customers solve their design prob- Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. An ings that revolutionized our “meat lems, which are also ours. equal opportunity employer. 
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IN By Robert Rosenberg, ME’65 
° ch, Seg 

CAN 

27-OUNCE CAMERA eras used aboard satellites weigh ing 36 molecular electronic blocks 
FOR SPACE from four to 15 pounds, occupy which perform such functions as 

A. “moéleeularizved™ television from 100 to 200 cubic inches of amplification, sync generation and 
er that weidlis only one space and require from nine to 30 scanning. If conventional circuitry 

pound and eleven BineES and is watts of power. and components were used in an 

intended for space and military ap- The picture produced by the lit- equivalent camera, 582 individual 
plication has been built by West- tle Westinghouse camera compares components would be required, 
inghouse Electric Corporation. favorably with a high quality home nearly a three-fold increase. 

Believed to be the lightest and television picture. The camera in- / 

smallest television camera ever cludes a binary countdown syn- ROLLING MILL DESIGNED FOR 
built using ia voles chronizing ein to pene LIGHTWEIGHT TINPLATE 
camera tube, the unit is about as standard Interlaced scanning Of 0% oo 

long as a two-cell flashlight. With- lines at 30 frames per second. The Quantity production of thin tin- 

out the lens, a 27-ounce camera is “binary synchronizing generator” plate appears to be the most sig- 

seven and one-half inches long, and a circuit to give dynamic pic- nificant development of the early 
two inches wide and three and ture focus are features which are 1960's in the tinplate industry. The 

one-quarter inches deep. It  re- not ordinarily used in simplified product enables can manufacturers 

quires 50 cubic inches of space and television cameras. to make more cans out of less steel. 
four watts of power. For demonstration purposes, the __ Hits light weight also saves money 

Built as a development model of molecular camera has a_ built-in in shipping both filled and unfilled 

an advanced component for use in transmitter capable of sending a cans; moreover, it encourages de- 

space or military systems, Mr. picture 150 feet to a nearby TV velopment of entirely new uses for 
Brown said, the camera is not de- receiver. In space use, however, tinplate. 

signed for commercial use; instead, — the camera would be connected to The thin tinplate now being pro- 
it is intended for such space uses telemetry equipment aboard the duced is approximately 0.006 inch 
as on lunar reconnaissance vehi- spacecraft through coaxial cables. thick, compared with a thickness of 
cles, satellite inspection and for — In addition, for space applications, around 0.009 inch for most. tin- 
keeping an “eye” on orbiting astro- the camera can be provided with plate. As with most new materials, 

nauts or equipment. “slow scanning” capability to re- development of the thin tinplate 
The small size, weight and duce telemetry bandwidth require- has necessitated development in 

power of the camera are partly — ments. This can be achieved with- processing equipment. Initially, 
achieved by the use of an electro- out any increase in power needed steel companies modified existing 
static vidicon tube rather than the — by the camera. cold-rolling mills to perform the re- 
more common magnetic. type. There are 197 components in the duction from hot-rolled steel strip. 

Comparable space television cam- molecuralized TV camera includ- (Continued on page 51) 
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WHAT YOU COULD BE ENGINEERING AT 
2 

Hamilton Standard 
——r—~—~—~—~—~—~——”—”UTU Cai‘—‘iC—~—~C~C~OC——O—C—C—C~C~COC—C—~C~CS~S~:~:~—C—~”—~—“é=O—OCCS a LS «hl SS r—“COC*RRC “RS 8 : rrr~—~—~—~——CCi C 

i ite a! OG i. ga : ns : 

a : 4 . - ~~ - ~ 

a Es Se 

The F-111 (formerly T.F.X.) will use a variable wing which will sweep : back like the one shown in this artist's drawing of a N.A.S.A. model. Hamilton Standard will develop and produce an Air Inlet Control for the F-111, similar to the system illustrated. 

One _ possible assignment: help develop Hamilton 
Standard’s Air Inlet Control for the F-111. Utilize your 
training in: 
dynamic analysis compressible flow (pneumatics) 

servomechanisms incompressible flow (hydraulics) 
thermodynamics internal aerodynamics: 
mechanical design boundary layer 
(high-temperature diffusers 
applications) nozzles 

to develop an AIC which will properly position shock 
waves and efficiently provide smooth air flow to engines. 
Pneumatic sensors will measure operational param- 
eters, transmit signals to a computing device. The 
computer signals actuators which move the inlet spike 
and bypass doors. 

Reliability, proven performance make Hamilton 
Standard a leader in AIC. We have a 14-year experience 
on many vital components. We have outstanding com- 
petence in pressure-ratio sensors, computing devices, 
and high-performance hydromechanical components 
for high-ram air temperature application. 

s @ thrust vector controls 
OTHER »-@ ground support equipment 

_ MAJOR @ advanced propeller systems 
_ HAMILTON e electron beam machines. < 

STANDARD @ electronic control systems ‘. 
_ PROGRAMS: e physiological monitoring systems. - 
Bpoe o. @ space life support systems _ res 

See your placement officer for a campus interview, or write: 

SUPERVISOR COLLEGE RELATIONS 

Hamilton United 
DIVISION OF 

Standard Aircraft 
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT 

an equal opportunity employer 
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Wife to sick husband: “What do “We do,” replied the parson, “but Four Marines were playing 

you mean you have nothing to live first we get in touch with their bridge in a hut on a South Pacific 

for? The house isn’t paid for, the relatives.” island during World War II. A 
car isn't paid for, the washing 29 3 sailor burst in shouting: “The en- 

machine isn t paid for, the TV isn’t Small boy to father: “I wish emy is landing a force of about 400 

paid for... cae you'd let Mom drive. It’s more men on the beach.” 

. an exciting.” The Marines regarded each 

On the license applicatio
n 

he ae ie other wearily. Finally one said: 

gave his yoeation a5 Followin
g 

An old timer is a man who re- “I'll go. ’'m dummy this hand.” 

the horses.” Only his bride-to-be
 

members when a hairbrush
 

instead ae % 
maa he worked for the Sanitary of the courts, was used to curb 

ivision at mico. juvenile delinquency
. 

A small town is where each resi- 

The difference between a man oes dent pam rene ee et 
and a woman buying a tie is about A motorist was once driving in OM UE Jas ig hoe” © sah ie HOLES: the country when suddenly his car weekly to learn who’s been caught 

aaa stopped. He got out of the car and 1k 
: aoe 

History records no strikes to was checking the spark plugs when 
raise the wages of sin. an old a trotted up the road. Mother was entertainin

g 
her 

ee Better check the gas line,” the fiends with an evening of bridge 

There’s no denying the man who horse said, and trotted on. when she heard her children on 

keeps trying. et motorist was so frightened
 the stairs. Sensing this was a great 

eo t at he ran to the nearest farm Gg; emonial moment, her guests 

Is there anything more embar- house and told the farmer what paused as she raised her hand for 

rassing than jumping at a conclu- had happened. h . silence. “The sweet little dears 

sion that isn’t there? on es the f. with a flop- want to wish me goodnight,”
 

ping fats - . ote mother cooed. With that the si- 
Candidates peddle the same old Yes, yes!” cried the frightened ence was shattered by a shrill 

hoke, but whoever wins we're al- = ™an. , voice announcing,
 

“Mama, Billy 
wave broke: Well, don’t pay any attention to found a bed bug!” 

° ea o him,” replied the farmer, “he : 

Parson Brown phoned the local doesn’t know a darn thing about sae 
, cars!” 

renee Halt ea _ eo. Office worker, having cocktails 

mute, be, removed. trom.dn. Eons, 9 # , * at his desk, to boss: “Hope you 
his house. ‘Why won’t you marry me?” he ye Py 7 

“« Pa ‘ wo don’t mind, sir. Just a little celebra- 
I thought you ministers took demanded

. 
“There isn't anyone tion on the 10th anniversary of my 

care of the dead,” answered a else, is there?” last raise a sary 

young clerk who thought he’d be “Oh, Edgar,” she sighed, “there . 
smart. must be.” (Continued

 
on page 51) 
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GRADUATING ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS: e 
Some sound reasons why you should consider General Dynamics] Astronautics 
for a challenging and rewarding aerospace career are pictured below. 
We urge you to learn still more about Astronautics—the important completely 
space-oriented division of General Dynamics Corporation—by listening to the 334% rpm 
recording offered below and by following news of Astronautics’ activities and 
accomplishments in your newspaper, trade magazines and technical journals. 
For more information and a personal interview, visit the Astronautics representative 

who will be on your campus soon. 

SN . ry - 2 " By a \ yp Qa Si gee oO’. Pr Fy ~~ s eae reeds | SS: LX NGS yO il Nena «| ‘eee ~~ y F AS C ve. he i ee a oe fas wy > Ss ih commie eae HEY cM fe 

ey SS : 8 Leo ae Dh ieee Fp, sell nof : re ‘eS / “Pas pe gl aa . ee eee | ‘iiion nl eee : i pe Le ae i, he oe. 8 fen ee Ba a eo et 

Advanced Programs An array of active projects and widely varied Modern Facilities More than $50 million have been invested in Astro- Studies at Astronautics range from Atlas SLV-3, Centaur and Glotrac nautics’ plant and equipment. Complete laboratory, test and computer to Manned Space Stations, Lunar Base Support Systems and Orbiting facilities are established in-plant to enhance the performance of Astro- Research Laboratory. nautics’ engineering tasks. 

pe : | 
> pg Bo ‘ ‘ 

a /\ Ag. Bs a! ; oh 
, mr! Ae asim maiainait vs a . 4 

eal PS gl ee ee . 3 = a ee ee ¥ . 

ce edie = — 4 s ee fm 
ohn OSS oe ee : ao tsi, ey ee a RO She RE Se oe sl reas a 

Ideal Location San Diego, California is the capital of moderate Inspiring Achievements The reliable Atlas, first ICBM in the free 
climate in the nation. Outdoor sports and recreation are year-round world, has also established a remarkable record as a launch vehicle — activities for enjoyment of your leisure hours. There is an abundance of boosting more pounds of payload from the earth than any other vehicle 
academic and cultural opportunity in this city of more than 600,000 — a in the free world to date. The impressive list of Atlas achievements in- 
vigorous and growing community. cludes a perfect performance in the Atlas-Mercury series—four for four! 

taal HEAR “THE GENERAL DYNAMICS | ASTRONAUTICS STORY” as told by the men who have had major 
Ss responsibilities in the direction of such dramatic technological advancements as the Atlas- 

/4 >a Mercury manned orbital flights and Centaur, the free world’s first liquid hydrogen-fucled space 
Te \S Th nN vehicle. See your placement office for your personal copy of this 334 rpm recording, or write 

ee) J to Mr. R. E. Sutherland, Chief of Professional Placement and Personnel, Dept. 130-90, General 
\ ne Dynamics | Astronautics, 5882 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego, California 92112. 

GIN ID GENERAL DYNAMICS | ASTRONAUTICS lu 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Result: More rust-resistant steel than 

ever before on 1964 Ford-built bodies! 

Ford Motor Company, pioneer in the use of galvanized A new process, now in limited test production, is the 

(zinc-clad) steel, long noted for its ability to fight off electrocoating of entire car bodies. This involves 

rust, is using increased amounts of this superior electrical attraction between positively charged metal 

material in 1964 car models. This marks further surfaces and negatively charged paint particles. When 

progress in our continuing efforts to solve the prob- the body is dipped in an aqueous solution containing 

lems of metal corrosion in car bodies. the paint particles, a form of “electroplating” occurs, 

Other Ford-developed rust fighters include special the paint seeking those areas with the least coverage, 
zinc-rich primers .. . aluminum and stainless steels until a complete and uniform coating is deposited. 
in mufflers, moldings and body fasteners . . . quality More examples of engineering leadership at Ford 

baked-enamel finishes—all powerful barriers against Motor Company bringing better products to the 
rust in Ford-built cars and trucks. American Road. 

MOTOR COMPANY 
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

WHERE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP BRINGS YOU BETTER-BUILT CARS 
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Science Highlights conductor Division. The power bility. Magnet performance, in- 
from solar cells, which converts the cluding protective systems, is fully 

(Continued from page 46) light of the sun directly into elec- tested before delivery. 

Now, however, the first mill spe- tricity, is used to operate the elec- The work being undertaken em- 
cifically designed for production of _ tronic equipment inside an orbit- — phasizes complete systems, rather 
lightweight tinplate has gone into ing satellite. than a standard line of magnets, 
production at the Weirton Steel Solar cells in use up until now and encompasses the _ following 
Company, Weirton, West Virginia, generally measure one centimeter areas of activity: 

a division of National Steel Cor- by two centimeters. The larger 1. Hot-hole and cold-hole mag- 

poration. area cells were made possible nets; including solenoids, 
The new mill is a two-stand tan- through a Westinghouse develop- Helmholtz. pairs and multicoil 

dem cold reduction mill designed ment of strip from single crystal magnets. 
and built by Mesta Machine Com- silicon made from silicon dendrites. 2. Special superconducting de- 

pany. It has 19-inch work rolls and vices and systems such as de- 
56-inch backup rolls, and it proces- SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET lay lines, voltage tuned reso- 
ses 60,000-pound coils 45 inches SYSTEMS nant circuits and shields. 

wide at 5000 feet a minute. The . . 3. Accessory equipment such as 
mill takes steel strip that has been Superconducting: magnets, and cryogenic containers, filling 

initially cold-reduced by another complete systems incorporating and indicating systems, mag- 
mill and continuously annealed. It these new devices, are now being net power supplies and de- 
reduces this strip to thin-tinplate produced and marketed by Union Wices FOr Tigastne anid indi- 
gauge from the original cold-rolled — Carbide Corporation’s Linde Divi- cating magnetic fields 
thickness. sion. Products being offered in- a Superconducting materials 

The entire electric drive and clude several new design and con- and cryogenic fluids. 

control system for the new mill was struction features that significantly 5. Design and engineering serv- 
supplied by Westinghouse. Each increase the usefulness and value ices for superconducting sys- 

main stand has two 2000-horse- of superconducting magnets as re- tems. 
power motors in a twin drive ar- search tools, while advancing their 

rangement; total motor rating on use in commercial applications. Cryogenic equipment is provid- 
the mill is 11,000 horsepower. Vari- Since the temperature of the ing new compact dewars which al- 
able-voltage control is used, with working volume of the new mag- low easy access into the working 
the main drive motors and genera- pets is not restricted to that of | Volume of the magnet, while still 
tors directly exicted by Trinistor — ]iquid helium (—453°F.), research — Maintaining the lowest possible 
controlled-rectifier regulators. studies in plasma physics, chemical helium boil-off rate. To accomplish 

Close control of product charac- _yeactions, and solid state phenom- this, Linde is using special low 
teristics is provided by an auto- ena can now be carried out with Conductivity materials, Super Insu- 
matic gauge control system, with superconducting magnets in fields lations, and new insulating 

all-static circuitry, actuated by sig- of 50. kilogauss. Magnets of this techniques. 

nals from x-ray thickness gauges. type are available with working SS 
. The system has three modes of op- diameters of 134-in. with a work- ii 

eration: control of screwdown set- ing volume thermally isolated from Fill in Your Own Lines 
ting on the first stand, control of the liquid helium. Magnets with (Continued from page 48) 
tension between the stands, and — working diameters of 214-in. are / 

control of tension between the — ayailable for liquid helium temp- New cocktail for the tense exec- 
feed reel and the first stand. These erature use. Larger working vol — Utive: Take one jigger of Vodka, 
modes can be used independently mes and higher rated fields are then fill up the glass with milk of 
or in combination, a feature that — scheduled for the near future. magnesia. It’s called a_ phillips 

| makes the mill unusually versatile. Modular’ congerueti amid screwdriver! 
| The operator selects the mode or dexibs ‘lity in feld homogeneity. owe 

combination of acon that best strength and configuration. This A pessimistic fellow read his hor- suits the material being rolled. schnigue ¢: ‘ovide magnets  08Cope, which said: “Make three 
The mill also can be operated Ke Poe elds Dee, e ae new friends and see what happens.” 

without automatic gauge control. that have Helds ‘with variable in- He went out and invade ‘three eee 

In that mode, it is operated either tensities, adjustable profiles, and friends, and ine he SHE > ‘ontr ° ree riends, and nothing happened. completely manually or with auto. Controlled homogeneities. Designs > TOs, EPI : 
COPD SEN Le y are optimized through the use of | Now he complains he’s stuck with 
matic regulation for constant ten- Bee, ODE . 8 . three new friends 
sion between the stands. analog computers. . 

In addition, the magnets are de- oe. 
signed so that they will not quench A quick-thinking student came 

TAR GER OpuCED (return to the normal resistive up with a new one when the pro- 

. mode of operation) under normal fessor demanded, “How come you 

Solar cells more than 15 times operating conditions. Protective are sleeping in my class?” “Heav- 
larger than those now in use in or- circuitry prevents damage if the ens,” replied the sophomore, “can’t 
biting satellites have been devel- magnets are intentionally quenched a fellow close his eyes for a mo- 
oped by the Westinghouse Semi- by exceeding the rated field capa- ment of prayer?” 
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Opportunities at Hughes for EE’s— Physicists — Scientists: 

from the ocean floor to the moon...and beyond 
Hughes sphere of activity extends from the far reaches of outer space to the bottom B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates 
of the sea... includes advanced studies, research, design, development and produc- Members'of our staif will conduct 
tion on projects such as: © SURVEYOR— unmanned, soft-landing lunar spacecraft CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
for chemical and visual analysis of the moon's surface; @ SYNCOM (Synchronous- b 18 & 19,1964 
orbit Communications Satellite)— provides world-wide communications with only three February ' 
satellites; @ F-111B PHOENIX Missile System—an advanced weapon system designed Learn more about opportunities at Hughes, 
to radically extend the defensive strike capability of supersonic aircraft; @ Anti- our ocucational programs .and the extra 
ICBM Defense Systems — designed to locate, intercept and destroy attacking enemy Far lhieriibhr CASSIE oa ae 
ballistic missiles in flight; @Air Defense Control Systems — border-to- border con- ture, consult your College Placement 
trol of air defenses from a single command center — combines 3D radar, real-time Director. Or write: College Placement 
computer technology and display systems within a flexible communications network; Office, Hughes Aircraft Company, P.O. 
© 3D Radar—ground and ship-based systems give simultaneous height, range and Box 90515, Los Angeles 9, California. 
bearing data—now in service on the nuclear-powered U.S.S. Enterprise; @POLARIS. Creating a new world with electronics 
Guidance System — guidance components for the long-range POLARIS missile; Poor rre ene eere seen 

Hydrospace — advanced sonar and other anti-submarine warfare systems. ! HUGHES ! 
Other responsible assignments include: 7OW wire-guided anti-tank missile, VATE automatic check- bee Stepper Sinn os a 
out equipment, Hard Point defense systems. ... R&D work on jon engines, advanced infrared systems, HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
associative computers, /asers, plasma physics, nuclear electronics, communications systems, microwave U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 
tubes, parametric amplifiers, solid state materials and devices... and many others. An equal opportunity employer.
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T SEEMS appropriate in this - Vi) 

Tin. annual high school issue, 
since many of our younger 

Mental Mazers are potential engi- 
neers, to dig into the engineering 
archives and bring forth a little 

known fact from the history of en- 3. One of the prides of Tioga Answers: Last month’s answers 
gineering. Before we enter the Tech is a beautifully landscaped are: 
maze then, let's pause for a short mall of terraces and gardens. Rest- Lai 
lesson—about an early clock. It ing on a marble pedestal in the . 

seems, so the tale goes, that Alex- middle of one of the terraces is a 2. 0 
ander the Great developed (for — large glass bottle. In the bottle a 3. Put 7 each in 3 pens and one 
use by his soldiers) the first wrist- plumb bob is suspended by a pen around those 3 pens 

watch. It was a chemically treated thread which is attached to a cork 5. 15 weeks behind 
rag that changed color with the in the bottle’s neck. Now, with a a weeks Denne 
hours and that was worn as a band minimum of props, can you separ- 6. Just over 40 feet. 
around the forearm. Thus, to tell ate the plumb bob from the thread 

time, all the soldiers needed to without disturbing the bottle? 
know was a simple color code. It 
was a great success and to this day 4, As has been stated previously, 
it is still known as Alexander's rag the majority of problems in the Se 

timeband. “Mental Maze” can be worked with ~ 

Now, let’s get started on the first very little advanced preparation. aN 
puzzle—the first turn in this That policy has not changed but ~y 
month’s Mental Maze. for this puzzle you may need extra > 

, . help. Page 3093 in the Handbook N 
1 It doesn’t seem possible that a of Chemistry and Physics should | 

logie puzzle hasn’t come up yet m have the necessary information. 
the Mental Maze, but, one hasn't. The problem is to tell us how 

As a beginning then let's try a short much dirt is in a hole 2 feet deep, oo. 
puzzle. 3 feet wide, and 714 feet long. Keep those answers coming in. 

A says, “B lies.” It’s too late for you to be history’s 
B says, “C lies.” 5. Last summer a Karting Club first Maze Master but this month 
C says, “A and B both lie” was holding a meet on a small dual _ there’s . another five dollars so 
Is there anyone who is telling track. During one race a proud hurry. The announcement of last 

ihectruth? father remarked, “That’s my boy months winner will be in next 
Johnny in the blue helmet.” month’s Mental Maze. Don’t for- 

2. Now let’s tackle a first semes- “4 see” said « fan next to him get, the address to send your en- 
ter relatively problem. Professor «sq how many karts are in the tries to is Clifton Fonstad, Jr., % 
Karbunkle has a ‘pally of sonsand .aae>” ae Ss ag Mechani- 
daughters. Each daughter had an “ . . cal Engineering. Bldg., University 
equal number of brothers and sis- “One-third of the karts in front of Wisconsin, Madison 10, Wis. 
ters, but each son had twice as of Johnny plus three-fourths of the One more thing, you don’t neces- 
many sisters as brothers. How = nes behind will give you the sarily need all the answers right to 
many boys and girls are there in ausWweE, win so even if you have trouble 
the family? Does it give you the answer? send your results in. 
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Production Superintendent Carl W. Yost, Assistant to Vice President Thomas E. Senior Research Scientist Malcolm H. . 
B.S. Chemical Engineering, U. of Alabama, Watson, B.A., Earlham College, is currently Von Saltza, Ph.D., U. of Wisconsin, is cur- 
is now supervising Glycols and Polyols helping’ to run Brass Sales, Metals Division. _rently working at the Squibb Institute for 
Production, Organics Division. Medical Research, Squibb Division. 

hey d with Olin 5 y They started wit in 5 years ago. 

These men, and a great many of their colleagues, an idea doesn’t pan out, they’re encouraged to try 

have come a long way in 5 years. And they can and try again. Because here at Olin we believe 
expect to go a great deal further. Because at that trial and failure are integral parts of every 
Olin, how well a man does depends entirely on important success. 

his own character and abilities, not on age or These are the kind of men we need, and we’re more 

politics or length of company service. (That’s one than willing to go a long way to get them. If you’re 

of the reasons these men and others came to Olin our kind of man, the same goes for you. Can we 
in the first place.) talk about it? Say when. 

These men think a great deal; they am @ Call or write Mr. Monte H. Jacoby, 
wonder, they explore, they try. When In College Relations Officer, Olin, 460 

they succeed, they’re rewarded. When V4 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 

“An equal opportunity employer” 
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|< In Choosing a Career, 

gy, Consider these 

: Advantages— 

: Location: Fisher is basically an “Engineering” 
: company with 1,500 employees located in a 

pleasant midwest community of 22,000. 
It’s less than 10 minutes to the Fisher plant 
from any home in Marshalltown. 

Type of work: You'll become a member of 
an engineering team that has produced some 

of the outstanding developments in the field 
. of automatic pressure and liquid level controls. 

, a Growth: Fisher’s products are key elements a ss fae " 

e v in automation which assures the company’s we, 

oN a growth because of the rapid expansion of Ww 

: an x , | } automation in virtually every industry. yt 

.. Advancement: Your opportunity is 
- unlimited. It is company policy to promote ee 

: from within; and most Fisher department 7 ro. 

heads are engineers. ae a 

7a ae == iia 
oe ee ; 4 Pg 

__. a ; i an ee, ‘ws ed 

: Ee Bie: oa i a 
Tele 

‘ si If you want to begin your engineering career a 

: with one of the nation’s foremost research and 

wm development departments in the control of 

Mi fluids, consult your placement office or write 

ui” directly to Mr. John Mullen, Personnel Director, 

FISHER GOVERNOR CoMPANY, Marshalltown, Ia. 

If it flows through pipe 

anywhere in the world 

chances are it’s controlled by... FISHER i 

CLA 
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This kind of engineer designs jobs instead of things 
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Once upon a time there was a creature known to joke- people who buy the products. That’s why we need 

smiths as “the efficiency expert.’”” When he wasn’t being “industrial engineers.” 

laughed at, he was being hated. Kodak felt sorry for the A Kodak industrial engineer learns mathematical model- 
poor guy and hoped that in time he could be developed into building and Monte Carlo computer techniques. He uses 
an honored, weight-pulling professional. That was long ago. the photographic techniques that we urge upon other manu- 

We were then and are much more today a very highly facturing companies. He collaborates with medicos in physio- 

diversified manufacturer. We need mechanical, electrical, logical measurements, with architects, with sales executives, 

chemical, electronic, optical, etc., etc. engineers to design with manufacturing executives, with his boss (G. H. Gustat, 

equipment and processes and products for our many behind the desk above, one of the Fellows of the American 

kinds of plants, and make it all work. But all the inanimate Institute of Industrial Engineers). He starts fast. Don 

objects they mastermind eventually have to link up with Wagner (M.S.I.E., Northwestern °61) had 4 dissimilar 

people in some fashion or other—the people who work in projects going the day the above picture was sneaked. He 

the plants, the people who manage the plants, and the is not atypical. Want to be one? 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.



GROWTH THROUGH TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

R&D in Industr 
Q. Dr. Haller, how does General Electric define that overworked term, Re- 

A 7 t 1 search and Development? 

n In erview A. At General Electric we consider “R&D” to cover a whole spectrum of 
‘ ? activities, ranging from basic scientific investigation for its own sake to 

with G.E. S the constant efforts of engineers in our manufacturing departments to 
improve their products—even in small ways. Somewhere in the middle 

Dr. George L. Haller of this range is an area we call simply “technology”, the practical know- 
7 « how that couples scientific knowledge with the engineering of products 

Vice President — and services to meet customer needs. 

Ad d Q. How is General Electric organized to do research and development? 
vance A. Our Company has four broad product groups—Aerospace and Defense, 

Consumer, Electric Utility, and Industrial. Each group is divided into 
Technology divisions, and each division into departments. The departments are like 

separate businesses, responsible for engineering their products and serving 
| their markets. So one end of the R&D spectrum is clearly a department 

function—engineering and product design. At the other end is the Re- 
8 —, oe search Laboratory which performs both basic and applied research for 

ae — the whole Company, and the Advanced Technology Laboratories which 
a also works for the whole Company in the vital linking function of putting 

in 7 new knowledge to practical use. 
2 Having centralized services of Research and Advanced Technology does 

4 ‘i not mean that divisions or departments cannot set up their own R&D 
— Ba operations, more or less specialized to their technical or market interests, 

There are many such laboratories; e.g.. in electronics, nuclear power, space 
. iy technology, polymer chemistry, jet engine technology, and so on. 

yy Q. Doesn’t such a variety of kinds of R&D hamper the Company’s potential 
contribution? Don’t you find yourselves stepping on each other's toes? 

A. On the contrary! With a great many engineers and scientists working 
} intensively on the problems they understand better than anyone else, we 
: go ahead simultaneously on many fronts. Our total effort is broadened. 

As Vice President—Advanced Tech- Our central, Company-wide services in Research and Advanced Tech- 
nology Services, Dr. Haller is nology are enhanced by this varicty of effort by individual departments. 

charged with coupling scientific Q. How is Advanced Technology Services organized? knowledge to the practical operai- , . . 3 
ing problems of a Company that A. There are three Advanced Technology Laboratories: Chemical and 
designs and builds a great variety Materials Engineering, Electrical and Information Engineering, and Me- 
of technical products, He has been chanical Engineering; and the Nuclear Materials and Propulsion Opera- 
a radio engineer, both in industry tion, The Laboratories do advanced technology work on their own, with 
and the armed services (Legion of Company funds, and on contract to product departments or outside customers 
Merit for development of radar and government agencies. NMPO works for the AEC and the military to counter-measures); physics profes- develo aterials and Sya ef hich. ae ioh. sor at Penn State and dean of its velop materials ani systems for high-temperature, high-power, low- College of Chemistry and Physics; weight nuclear reactors. ATS is the Company’s communication and in- 
and a consulting engineer. With formation center for disseminating new technologies. It also plans and 
G.E. since 1954, he has been man- develops potential new business areas for General Electric. 
ager of its Electronics Laboratory, we 
and general manager of the De- Q. So R&D at General Electric is the work of a great many men in a great 
fense Electronics Division. He was many areas? 

elected a vice president in 1958. A. Of course. The world is going through a vast technological revolution— 
in the ways men can handle energy, materials, and information. Our ——— knowledge is increasing exponentially. In the last five years we have 

For complete information on op- spent more than half the money ever spent for research and development. 
portunities for engineers at To keep competitive, and to grow, industry must master that mountain of Genercl Electric,. writer ‘Person: new knowledge and find ways to put it to practical use for mankind. Only ditzed Careereplanning: Genera! by knowing his field well and keeping up with the rush of new develop- Electric Company, Section 699- ments, can the young engineer contribute to the growth of his industry— : 09, Schenectady, Ny Y, 12305 and society as a whole. 

ie | 

Progress Is Our Most Important Product 

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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